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The Missouri River from Gavins Point Dam to Ponca State
Park, Nebraska, is one of the few remaining relatively
natural, braided reaches of the Missouri River. The Corps
of Engineers and the Heritage, Conservation, and Recreation
Service have investigated public concerns related to streambank erosion control and recreational development along this
river reach. Two plans were initially considered and one
was selected for detailed study. The selected plan consists
of development of the river reach as a recreation river
under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. This plan would meet
all streambank erosion control and recreational development
needs and would also protect most all natural and cultural
values present in the project area. The plan was selected
based on its performance in addressing the identified public
concerns and its contributions to the goals of Environmental
Quality.
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1.

SUMMARY

MAJOR CONCLUSIONS AND FINDINGS
1.1
On 18 February 1977, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Missouri
River Division, filed with the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) a
Review Report and Draft Environmental Statement (DES) entitled "Missouri
River - South Dakota, Nebraska, North Dakota, Montana." This statement
was broad in scope and discussed:
Additions to the hydroelectric powerplants at Fort Peck,
Montana, and Garrison, North Dakota, and construction of a pumpedstorage plant adjacent to Lake Francis Case in Gregory County, South
Dakota;
Construction and operation of onsite northern pike fish rearing
ponds adjacent to Lakes Oahe and Francis Case, South Dakota, to enhance
the fishery in those lakes;
Bank protection at selected locations in open river reaches
between Fort Peck, Montana, and Ponca State Park, Nebraska, together
with recreation access at several locations; and
Designation and development of the ,~ssouri River between
Gavins Point Dam and Ponca State Park, Nebraska, as a Recreational
River under provisions of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.
1.2
More specifically in regard to the Missouri National Recreational
River, the statement presented two intermediate plans to provide recreational development and stabilization of critical erosion of the streambanks along the Missouri River from Gavins Point Dam to Ponca State
Park, Nebraska: Plan A - designation and development of the river
reach as a recreation river under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, and
Plan B - development of river access in conjunction with bank stabilization under the authority of the Federal Water Project Recreation Act.
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1.3
On 5 May 1978, the Chief of Engineers filed a Revised DES with
CEQ for the purpose of departmental review. While the Revised DES was
being circulated, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District,
began preparing a final environmental statement on the bank protection
element of the Review Report. On 31 July 1978, the Omaha District
filed with CEQ a final environmental statement entitled "Missouri
River, South Dakota, Nebraska, North Dakota, Montana - Streambank
Erosion Control."
1.4
Prior to the development of detailed plans for the Missouri River
segment from Gavins Point Dam to Ponca Stat,. Park, Nebraska, the segment was designated a National Recreational River on 10 November 1978.
In response to the designation, the Heritage, Conservation and Recreation Service (HCRS) prepared a plan entitled "Missouri National Recreational River Management Plan" to guide the administration of the river

reach as a component of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. In
their plan, the HCRS adopted the Army Corps of Engineers Revised DES as
the draft EIS for the Missouri National Recreational River. Plan A of
the Revised DES is the plan described in this final EIS.
1.5
Implementation of the Missouri National Recreational River Management Plan would provide addition4l recreation opportunities, preserve
and protect significant cultural resources, ~ect_and enhance valuable
fish and wildlife resources, and protect aRcf"~n~an~e~he visual resource
of the designated river reach, as well as reduce s reambank erosion.
RELATIONSHIP TO ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS
1.6
The relationship of each plan to the requirements of environmental laws, executive orders, and other policies is discussed below.
1.7
Fish snd Wildlife Coordination Act of 1958 (Public Law 85-624).
This study has been, and will continue to be, fully coordinated with
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS).
1.8
Flood Control Act of 1944 as Amended and Federal Water Pro ect
Recreation Act 0
Pu ic Law
The recreational potential
of the selected plan has been thoroughly investigated and is discussed
throughout the text of this Final Environmental Impact Statement
(FEIS).
1.9
Water Resources Planning Act of 1965 (Public Law 89-80). This
Act established a Water Resources Council. The Water Resources
Council, in turn, established Principles and Standards for Planning
Water and Related Land Resources in September 1973 and revised them in
April 1980. These principles and standards were not stringe"ntly
applied in the writing of this FEIS due to the fact that the selected
plan has already been authorized by Congress.
1.10 Nstional Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-665).
The procedures for compliance with this Act were developed in coordination with the Nebraska and South Dakota State Historic Preservation
Officers and the Interagency Archeological Services, Denver, Colorado.
Compliance for the selected plan will take several years and will be
accomplished in three phases: (1) a literature and records search to
be accomplished in 1980-81, (2) a field survey to be conducted in
1981-82, and (3) protection and mitigation to be conducted thereafter.

1.11 National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as Amended. This FEIS
is in compliance with the procedural guidance for the Civil Works
Program of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Federal Register, 29 June
1979). This guidance supplements the Council on Environmental Quality
29 November 1978 Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions
of the National Environmental Policy Act.
2

1.12 Clean Water Act of 1977 (Public Law 95-217). Compliance with
Section 404(b) of the Clean Water Act will be accomplished during the
detailed design stage of the fill activities associated with each plan.
1.13 Endangered Species Act of 1973, as Amended (Public Law 93-205).
Consultation with FWS pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species
Act has been accomplished. Exhibit I contains a copy of the biological
opinion of the FWS.
1.14 Executive Order 11988, 24 May 1977, Flood Plain Management. The
selected plan is in compliance with this executive order. It is the
plan most responsive to the planning objectives established by the
study; and no practicable alternative eixsts to locating the action in
t he flood plain.
1.15 Executive Order 11990, 24 May 1977, Protection of Wetlands. An
element of the selected plan is the enhancement of backwater areas.
This element was one of the reasons the plan was designated as the
selected plan.
RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS
1.16 This FEIS is tiered herein to the Revised DES discussed in
paragraph 1.3 in accordance with Part 1502.20 of the CEQ 29 November
1978 Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of the
National Environmental Policy Act. All pertinent discussions in the
broader statement have been extracted and incorporated into this FEIS.
1.17 The final environmental statement entitled ··Missouri River, South
Dakota, Nebraska, North Dakota, Montana-Streambank Erosion~Control" discusses in detail the impacts of potential erosion control measures in
open river reaches between Fort Peck, Montana, and Ponca State Park,
Nebraska. It therefore discusses the impacts of the bank stabilization
element of the selected plan. Furthermore, most recipients of the
Streambank Erosion Control Final Environmental Statement are also recipients of this FElS. In order to cut down on the size of this statement without impeding agency and public review, the Streambank Erosion
Control Final Environmental Statement is therefore incorporated by reference herein in accordance with Part 1502.21 of the CEQ 29 November
1978 Regulations.
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II.

NEED FOR AND OBJECTIVES OF ACTION

AUTHORITY
2.1
The following documents authorize detailed study of the segment
of the Missouri River from Gavins Point Dam, Nebraska, 59 miles downstream to Ponca State Park, Nebraska, as a recreational river within
the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System:
Public Law 90-542 (Wild and Scenic Rivers Act)
Public Law 95-625 (Natural Parks and Recreation Act of 1978)
Missouri Nstional Recreational River Management Plan, U.S.
Department of the Interior, Heritage, Conservation, and Recreation
Service (Federal Register 26 March 1980).

-

2.2
Public Law 90-542 provides for a national wild and scenic rivers
system comprised of selected wild, scenic, and recreational rivers of
the Nstion. Section 3(a) of this Law lists the selected rivers designated as components of the system. Section 3(a) has been amended by
Section 707 of Public Law 95-625 to include the Missouri River segment
from Gavins Point Dam, Nebraska, to Ponca State Park, Nebraska, as a
recreational river segment. The explicit intent of Congress in Section
707 was that the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of the
Army upon consultation with State and local governments and other interested organizations and associations should: (1) construct and
maintain bank stabilization work to protect outstanding remarkable
scenic, recreational, fish and wildlife, historic, cultural, snd other
similar values of the river corridor for the benefit and enjoyment of
present and future generations, (2) construct appropriate recreation
facilities, and (3) permit access for pumping and associated pipelines
as may be necessary to assure an adequate supply of water for adjacent
landowners and for fish, wildlife, and recreational uses outside the
river corridor.
2.3
Section 3(b) of Public Law 90-542 directs the agency charged with
administration of a component of the system to establish detailed
boundaries of the component and prepare a Plan for necessary developments in connection with its administration" The Secretary of the
Interior, administrator of the component, has complied with the Section
3(b) directives by preparing a Missouri National Recreational River
Management Plan (Federal Register 26 March 1980).
2.4
In addition to publication of the Missouri National Recreational
River Management Plan, the Secretary of the Interior, in compliance
with Section 707 of Public Law 95-625, has entered into a written
Cooperative Agreement with the Secretary of the Army to define the
4

responsibilities of each agency in implementing the Missouri National
Recreational River. A copy of the agreement is provided as exhibit II.
2.5
In response to this Cooperative Agreement, the Department of the
Army, acting through the Chief of Engineers, has prepared a General
Design Memorandum (GDM) which provides a more 4etailed explanation of
the project and how it would be implemented. A copy of this GDM is
being circulated with this FEIS.
PUBLIC CONCERNS
2.6
The significant resources of the Missouri River have been generally well known from the time of earliest exploration until the
present day. However, concern about protecting the significant
natural, cultural, and recreational resources in the 58-mile reach of
the Missouri River from Gavins Point Dam to Ponca State Park did not
begin to culminate until the late 1960's. In the early 1970's, intense
local concerns about conservation, erosion control, public access, and
recreational uses of this river led to a grass-roots movement to seek
ways to control a worsening erosion problem and yet preserve a more or
less natural river. Diverse elements found a common meeting ground
predicated on combining bank stabilization with all possible retention
of the existing natural resources of the river. Emerging as the
organized spokesman for these interests was the Missouri River Bank
Stabilization Association (MRBSA), a local organization of landowners;
environmentalists; hunting, boating, and fishing interests; and
conservationists. It was this organization that was the driving force
behind the movement which culminated in the inclusion of this segment
of the Missouri in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System.
PLANNING OBJECTIVES
2.7
Planning objectives developed for the Gavins Point Dam to Ponca
State Park Missouri River reach were derived from the aforementioned
public concerns and related resource management needs. The major
planning objectives were:
Reduce streambank erosion in the designated river reach;
Provide additional recreational opportunities;
Preserve and protect significant cultural resources;
Protect and preserve valuable fish and wildlife resources; and
Protect and preserve the visual resource of the designated
river reach.
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III.

ALTERNATIVES

PLANS ELIMINATED FROM FURTHER STUDY
3.1
Only two plans were considered in late Stage 2 planning of the
original Corps study. Only one plan was retained in Stage 3; both'
plans are described below.
3.2
The plan which waS eliminated was development of river access in
conjunction with bank stabilization under the authority of Public Law
89-72. The Federal Water Project Recreation Act of 1965 (Public Law
89-72) requires that consideration be given to opportunities for outdoor recreation during the planning for water resource projects and
that non-Federal bodies be given the opportunity to cost-share recreation development with the Federal Government on a 50-50 basis. This
plan would have provided access and service roads and boat launching,
sanitary, and related recreational facilities. The plan was eliminated
because it did not provide for adequate protection or preservation of
cultural or biological resources.
WITHOUT CONDITION (NO ACTION)
3.3
Without conditions that are expected to occur in the absence of
any further Federal action along this segment of the Missouri River
predominantly include the continuation of farming and recreation. The
intensity of some of these uses, especially recreation, subdivisions
for vacation homes, and protection of the high banks to reduce erosion
losses would likely increase in some segments.
3.4
A major portion of this river segment is in private oWnership.
high potential exists for subdivisions in development of vacation
homes, especially near Yankton and Vermillion, South Dakota.

A

3.4
Continuation of high bank erosion control is expected to continue
under this alternative. Non-Federal erosion control measures are assumed to continue throughout this reach to protect both agricultural
lands and recreational home development land. The methods used would
be those that are most cost-effective and not necessarily compatible
with those required in the preferred alternative - Designation and
Development as a Recreation River (described below). Also, it is
assumed that no measures would be taken to protect instream islands and
sandbars which are an integral environmental resource on this segment
of the Missouri River.
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PLANS CONSIDERED IN DETAIL
DESIGNATION AND DEVELOPMENT AS A RECREATION RIVER

3.6
The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (Public Law 90-542) identifies the
U.S. Departments of the Interior and Agriculture as the Federal'agencies to study rivers for their eligibility and proposed classification
under this Act. The secretaries of the two departments have delegated
the responsibilities for such studies to HCRS snd the Forest Service,
respectively. HCRS has provided assistance in the Corps' study of the
Gavins Point Dam to Ponca State Park reach of the river. Inclusion of
National Wild, Scenic, and Recreational River findings and recommendations in the Review Report for Water Resources Development, South
Dakota, Nebraska, North Dakota, and Montana, then, was based on involvement of the HCRS and several Congressional actions directing Corps'
studies of the Missouri River. As a result of this effort, the river
was designated a National Recreational River on 10 November 1978.
Development of this designated Recreational River constitutes the
selected plan.
3.7
Development of the river reach under the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act permits preservation of specified river features that are recognized as having outstandingly remarkable natural values. Identified to
date are the river setting at James River Island; the general high bank
shoreline forest dominated by cottonwood trees; clusters of sandbars;
and the Nebraska wooded bluffs, particularly at river miles 763, 776,
and 787. This combination of features is unique to the Missouri River
from its mouth to the North Dakota-Montana border. In addition, preservation of the sandbar clusters will permit their continued nesting
use by the interior least tern, a rare shorebird that is being studied
for inclusion on the Endangered Species List. Preservation of these
sandbar areas also permits their continued use as a significant spring
migration staging area for waterfowl. The "between-high bank'" physiographic features of the river, which include deep holes, shallows, near
quiet water chutes, fast river current, and shifting sand bottom, will also be preserved.

Ie; ,:))

3.8
To accomplish the needed preservation, about l4~ acres o{~-,
and recreation easements are estimated to be required. Also required
will be the construction of erosion protection works along seriously
eroding banklines, including banklines along large islands. Only those
types of structures shown by evaluation under Section 32 of the Water
Resources Development Act of 1974 to be compatible with the Wild and
Scenic River designation are to be incorporated.
3.9
Development to accommodate public use of this reach of the river
includes acquisition of about 4G& acres of land from willing sellers

6co
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and construction of sanitary, river access, and camping facilities. In
addition, existing river access facilities operated by State and local
government will be upgraded as necessary to permit all weather use.
Recreation facility develop... nt will initially support 500,000 more
visitors per year, with an additional ultimate increase of 750,000 (due
to regional and national recognition stemming from Wild and Scenic
River designation).
3.10 Implementation of the selected plan wi.ll be divided between two
Federal agencies. The Secretary of the Interior, acting through the
Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks, will administer
the river. The Secretary of the Army, acting through the Chief of
Engineers, will be responsible for day-to-day management of the river
reach.
3.11

There are no mitigation requirements for this plan because
the recreational river includes ... asures to preserve
and/or_ e_r\~a.r\ce.,ll significant biological and cultural resources in the
river corridor.
deve~~_of

3.12 Specific details of this plan are provided in the GDM that is
being circulated with this FEIS. The location of the Missouri National
Recreational River is shown on plate 1 of the GDM. Plates 2-10 contain
aerial mosaics of the river reach. Existing public use areas, scenic
areas, potential public use areas, completed erosion control work,
current erosion areas, and the approximate corridor boundary are
delineated on these aerial mosaics. Upon reviewing these plates, the
reader should take note that: (1) the extent of the currently eroding
areas may expand or shrink in time, and (2) the approximate corridor
boundary is a projected maximum boundary.
COMPARATIVE IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVES
3.13 A comparison of the impacts of the selected plan and the No
Action alternative upon significant resources in the study area are
presented in table 1. These impacts are expounded upon in section V•

•
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Alterna tives
Development
As A Recreation
River

Table 1
Comparative Impact of Alternatives
Natural
Recreational
Vegetation
Fishery
Resources
(-) Destruction of
some habi tat for
recreation
purposes
(+) Preservation
of mos t habitat

(+) Maintenance and

enhancement
of most
aquatic
habitat

(+) Result in
1,750,000
recreation days
annually

Cultural
Resources
(+) Protection
of most sites
as provided
by law

(-) Loss of
portions of
resources when

encountered during
construction

No Action

(-) Destruction of
mos t habita t by
erosion, tree

clearing, and for
recreation
purposes

(-) Destruction of some
aquatic
habitat

(+) Result in
1,000,000
recreation days
annually

(-) No protection
of any s itea and
probable destruction
of many sites

IV.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
4.1
The portion of the Missouri River is in the eastern portion of
the States of Nebraska and South Dakota. The river length in the study
area is approximately 58 miles and includes the area from immediately
below Gavins Point Dam at the 1965 river mile 811 downstream to Ponca
State Park, Nebraska, at the 1965 river mile 752. The land adjacent to
the river ranges from a relatively level flood plain to steep treecovered bluffs on the Nebraska side and flood plain on the South Dakota
side.

-

4.2
The river channel in this area remains essentially in a natural
condition, unaltered by man; however, the river flow is regulated
through the Gavins Point Dam. Flows during years of normal water supply vary seasonally between 35,000 c.f.s. during the spring, summer,
and fall months and 15,000 c.f.s. or less during winter. The study
reach is free from any impoundments and other structures which might
impede flow. Riverbanks vary from relatively flat sandy beach areas to
vertical banks 10 to 15 feet high where active erosion is taking place.
4.3
Natural vegetation along the study segment is composed primarily
of two plant communities. These are the flood plain forest of willow
and cottonwood and the elm, oak woodland typ:Lca1 of the bluffs that
border the flood plain in Nebraska. Aquatic vegetation is not abundant.
4.4
An abundance of fish species can be found along the study corridor. The unchannelized condition of the r:Lver in the study reach
provides a diversity of habitat for fish that was common through most
of the Missouri River prior to its a1ternati()n by man.
4.5
Wildlife in the study segment is fairly abundant. The presence
of 48 species of mammals has been documented. The river study corridor
is also the year-round home for 25 bird species.
4.6
Water quality data measurements have been collected in this segment of the Missouri River in the upstream reaches at Gavins Point Dam
and Yankton, South Dakota, and near the mouth of the two major tributaries, the James River and the Vermillion River. OVerall, the quality
of the water is good. Degrading influences ()CCUr farther downstream in
the vicinity of Sioux City, Iowa.
4.7
This section of the Missouri River is a potential major recreational resource because of its nearness to major population centers and
its availability for year-round recreational use. Lack of public access to the river and lack of developed recreational facilities, however, presently limit use of this resource.
10
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4.8
The major use of the land adjacent to the river is for agricultural purposes, for both irrigated and non-irrigated crops, and for
pasture.
4.9
The river corridor, as shown on plates 2-10 in the GDM, has never
been systematically surveyed for cultural resources. A survey, however, is currently underway.
SIGNIFICANT RESOURCES
4.10 Significant resources in the study area are natural vegetation, a
fishery, recreational resources, and cultural resources. The significance of these resources are expounded upon in the paragraphs below.
4.11 Natural Vegetation. Varying stages of flood plain vegetative
succession are evident throughout the project area. On the sandbars
and newly deposited accretion lands adjacent to the riverbanks, pioneer
species of flood plain succession exist. These include annual weeds
and grssses, sedges, and seedling willow and cottonwood. Farther back
from the river where lower wster table elevations occur, larger willow
and cottonwood trees dominate. Still farther back from the waters
edge, a flood plain forest consisting mainly of cottonwoods on the
highest banks and islands dominate the flood plain vegetation. Understory types in this mature cottonwood forest consist mainly of dogwood,
sumac, wild grape, and poison ivy. Although remnant groves remain,
much of the mature cottonwood forest on the high banks adjacent to the
river has been replaced with pasture and cultivated cropland. These
feature the most mature examples of the forest. Two large islands also
support substantial groves of mature vegetation.
4.12 In contrast to mixed flood plain forest and agriculture use on
the flood plain are the hardwood forests of the adjoining bluffs in
Nebraska. There are several places in the project area where the river
flows at the base of the bluffs. The bluffs with their hardwood forest
dominate the scene in these reaches. The slopes are predominatly north
facing and support a dense growth of oak, ash, mulberry, and walnut.
Burr oak is by far the predominant species. Where grazing has been
limited, a good understory shrub layer is present. Dogwood and sumac
are typical shrub plants. Near the hilltops where soil moisture is
less abundant and where there is a south or west exposure, the forest
is replaced by native grasses mixed with yucca. The variety of vegetation types, which differs from the flood plain forest, adds to the
overall diversity of the project area.
4.13 A survey of the project area identified the use of this diverse
habitat by 48 species of mammals. Small mammals, including mice,
voles, bats, moles, rats, and ground squirrels, make up almost 60
percent of these species, and furbearers contribute another 20 percent.
White-tailed deer is the only large mammal in the project srea; however, an occasional mule deer moves into the uplands adjoining the
11

river from the west. Coyote, red fox, and badger are also common. As
with the reptiles, the species composition of the mammals has not
changed significantly from historic times, except for the loss of the
big herbivores and the grizzly bear. The community makeup, however,
has been affected by land use changes.
4.14 The natural vegetation of the river corridor also provides a
year-round home for 25 bird species. Fifty-eight species commonly nest
in the area in addition to the year-round residents, while 15 additional species are common winter residents. Over 115 species regularly
use the corridor during spring migration, and 110 of these species
return through the area during fall migration. This number of species
represents about one-third of the bird species that are present in the
Missouri River Basin either as regular residents, common visitors, or
as occasional visitors. Except for a few introduced species and a
couple of recently extinct species, there is very little change in the
bird community from the historic past. The migration of waterfowl and
shorebirds along the river corridor remains one of the most important
ornithological occurrences in the area. This is particularly true
during spring migration. The interior least tern, a rare shorebird
that nests on sandbars, is being considered for inclusion on the
Federal endangered species list. The bald eagle, a bird already on the
endangered species list, uses the forested area for winter roost sites.
Trees overhanging the flowing water areas are also used by the bald
eagle as feeding perches.
4.15 Fishery. Although the main stem dam system has altered the
Missouri River's traditional pattern of flow and significantly reduced
its sediment load in this river reach, most of the native fish species
are still present. The dominance and abunda.nce of specific species in
the fish com.... nity, however, have been modified, and there have been a
few species introduced into the river. Table 2 lists the principal
fish species presently found in the project area. Of these species,
sauger, carp, channel catfish, goldeye, white bass, and freshwater drum
are the most abundant fish found in the fisherman's creel. A recent
study shows that the Missouri River sport fishery compares favorably
with other rivers in the United States. The study also showed that the
annual rates of catch and harvest were greater in the project area than
any other portion of the river including the Gavins Point Dam tailwaters.
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Table 2
Principal Species of the Fish Community
Found in the River Study Reach
Shovelnose Sturgeon*
Gizzard Shad
Goldeye*
Carp*
River Carpsucker*
Channel Catfish
Sauger*
Paddlefish
Shorthose Gar
Longnose Gar
Blue Sucker

Smallmouth Buffalo
Bigmouth Buffalo
Shorthesd Redhorse
Flathead Catfish
Walleye
Freshwater Drum
Emerald Shiner
Red Shiner
Sand Shiner
White Bass

*Dominant
4.16 Recreational Resources. Federal lands administered by the Corps
of Engineers are located immediately below the Gavins Point Dam on both
the South Dakota and Nebraska sides. The area contains four major campgrounds with approximately 290 camp pads, a large lighted fishing pier,
approximately I mile of shoreline for fishing, a 300-foot swimming
beach, and three boat ramps.
4.17 The South Dakota Department of Game, Fish, and Parks owns and manages a 200-acre recreation area located 30 miles downstream from Gavins
Point Dam. This area, known as the Clay County State Recreation Area,
contains camp spaces, picnicking sites, and boat launching facilities.
4.18 The Nebraska Game and Parks Commission owns and manages Ponca
State Park (nearly 900 acres) located just over 58 miles downstream
from Gavins Point Dam. Ponca State Park consists mainly of forested
bluffs with some accretion land at the base of the bluffs where fishing
and boating access is available. The facilities include a boat launching area, approximately 300 camp pads, picnic areas, cabins, a large
swimming pool, and a variety of other recreation facilities.
4.19 The three counties located in South Dakota along the river reach
provide public access to the river; however, Clay County Park which
contains over 200 acres is located adjacent to the Clay County State
Recreation Area and complements recreation access to the river. Of the
two counties on the Nebraska side, only Cedar County provides public
access with two boat ramps. One ramp is located in Cedar County Park,
11 miles downstream from Gavins Point Dam, and the other is located on
private lan4 at the Sportman's Steak House, 25 miles downstream from
13

Gavins Point Dam. This boat ramp was constructed on privately owned
land by the county through an agreement with the landowner and is
available for public use.
4.20 The City of Yankton, South Dakota, owns approximately one-half
mile of the town's riverfront land, as well as two parcels of land in
Nebraska on either side of the U.S. Highway 81 bridge. The riverfront
land in town is used for municipal purposes such as the water and sewage plants and for public access. Public recreation facilities include a boat ramp, picnic tables and shelters, a playground, and ball
diamonds. On the Nebraska side, the City of Yankton owns two timbered
areas which have no development. One area is located on each side of
the bridge. Access is attainable to the river's edge across trails in
these two areas.
4.21 A few small, privately operated recreational enterprises are
located along the river. These include boat rentals and charter, lots
for cabins and trailers, overnight camping facilities, picnic areas,
and private access.
4.22 In Cedar County, Nebraska, there are two short stretches of county road that parallel the river at locations 24 and 27 miles downstream
from the dam. This is the only area where a road closely parallels the
river. One county road and several private roads lead to a dead end at
the river; however, the private roads provide no public access for
river use. Lands adjacent to these roads are privately owned.
4.23 At present, the area just below Gavins Point Dam supports the
heaviest recreational use. Downstream from Gavins Point Dam, recreational use decreases due to the diminishing amount of recreational
facility development and access points.
4.24 An estimated 950,000 recreation days of use occurred in the reach
from Gavins Point Dam to Ponca State Park in 1976. Swimming and fishing constitute the major uses with 298,000 and 214,000 recreation days,
respectively. Camping accounts for 129,000 recreation days, while
hunting, picnicking, boating, and canoeing account for an additional
309,000 recreation days.
4.25 Cultural Resources. The Missouri River was a natural highway and
a focal point for occupation. Few intact archeological or historicsl
human occupation sites probably remain within the flood plain portions
of the corridor. This is a result of the numerous channel shifts which
have occurred and are still occurring. The major portion of archeological and historical human occupation sites are probably located on
the bluffs within and overlooking the corridor.
4.26 The earliest major historical documentations of the river are the
journals kept by Lewis and Clark as they made their journey up the
Missouri in 1804 and 1805 and returned in 1806. Information from the
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Lewis and Clark journal indicates that the men camped on this particular reach of the river eight times in the process of their round trip.
Six campsites were made during the period of 23 August through
31 August 1804 on the way up the river and two were made 1 and 2 September
1806 as they returned to St. Louis.
4.27 In their journals, Lewis and Clark described the surrounding
countryside as they traveled upstream. They mention the rivers which
flow into the Missouri and the bluffs, sandbars, islands, and wildlife.
The landscape remains much today as it was then. Significant features
are still identifiable. One feature mentioned in the Lewis and Clark
.journal, which was to become a local landmark, was the Ionia "volcano."
The journal describes it as a "burning bank. or bluff which was very
high and had fire in it • • ." The location of this bluff was reported
as opposite the Whitestone River, the present-day Vermillion River.
The Indians of the area thought of this hill as being associated with
the supernatural and regarded it with awe.
4.28 Thousands of river travelers and settlers saw the hill and wondered at the "burning bluffs." Most of them believed it was a volcano. During the 1860's, and 1870's the Ionia "volcano" attracted much
attention, especially when increased subterranean activity followed the
frequent floods on the Missouri River. High water caused chemicals in
the hill to react and steam and sulfurous fumes rose from cracks in the
hills. Local residents feared a volcanic eruption. On 15 November
1877, an earthquake in northeast Nebraska was thought to be an impending eruption of Ionia "volcano." Early in 1878, a raging flood on the
Missouri severely damaged the small town of Ionia, from which the bluff
got its name, and washed away a large section of the hill. The river
now flows some distance from the base of the bluff, so it no longer
releases steam and gases. The only remains of the town of Ionia, which
was relocated up the bluff, are a cemetery and the foundation of a
school. This is one of the several prominent features still identifiable.
4.29 Calumet Bluff, site of Gavins Point Dam, was the location of a
Lewis and Clark campsite from 28 August through 31 August 1804, while
they met with the Sioux Indians of this region. This bluff, too, was a
well-known landmark. The exact location of other Lewis and Clark campsites along the river would be almost impossible to determine
precisely, since the river channel has changed so much since 1804;
nevertheless, approximate locations can be determined.
4.30 Indian traders and trappers followed soon after Lewis and Clark,
and the era of steamboats on the Missouri began a few years later. By
1831, the steamers had traveled well beyond Gavins Point. It was in
this year that the steamer Yellowstone reached Fort Pierre, South
Dakota. Both side-wheelers and stern-wheelers traveled this portion of
the river. Some became victims of the river either because of snags,
ice, or fire; there were at least seven steamboat wrecks. By 1900,
steamboat travel in the Missouri was essentially a thing of the past.
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V.

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

NATURAL VEGETATION
5.1
Selected Plan. Increased development of recreation facilities
and public access will increase levels of public use and pressure on
this resource. While it is anticipated that visitation levels would be
controlled within the recovery capacity of the total resources, incremental adverse effects are unavoidable; for example, some breeding
wildlife habitat will be disturbed because of the presence of humans.
In addition, commitment of lands for recreation and access will preempt
the option of habitat preservation and/or enhancement.

5.2
This alternative will also have the positive aspect of protecting
major islands and woodlands. Backwater areas critical for wildlife and
waterfowl habitat will be protected or preserved. Sandbar formation
will continue, which would assure nesting habitat for the interior
least tern, and contribute significantly to the usefulness of the river
reach as a major spring and fall staging area for migratory waterfowl.
Preservation of high bank woodlands will benefit the endangered bald
eagle.
5.3
No Federal Action. The effects of no Federal action on natural
vegetation would be significantly adverse. Most high-bank and many
low-bank lands would be cleared for crop production or developed for
recreational purposes. Those lands not cleared or developed would be
lands highly susceptible to erosion. Thus, most, if not all, of the
mature flood plain forest would virtually be eliminated in the corridor.
TIlE

FISHERY

5.4
Selected Plan. This alternative will protect the warm-water
fishery habitat of the river reach. Most deep holes, shallows,
backwaters, side channels, and other aquatic habitat types would be
maintained to benefit the river's populations of fish.
5.5
No Federal Action. A relatively high level of diversity of
aquatic habitat would continue to exist if no Federal action is taken;
however, some species of fish would decline in number, due to little
emphasis being placed on f ish habitat needsW'hen controlling bank
erosion.
RECREATIONAL RESOURCES
5.6
Selected Plan. Existing river access facilities operated by
State and local government will be upgraded as necessary to permit
all-weather use. Additional land will be acquired and sanitary, river
access, and camping facilities will be constructed. Recreation development would support an additional 750,000 recreation days annually.
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This increased regional tourism would provide some economic stimulation
in the counties adjacent to the river. Tourists are expected to add
$5 million annually to the regional economy.
5.7
Maintenance requirements of all facilities in the recreation
areas would increase. This burden would remain with the non-Federal
agency. Indirectly, this increased demand for maintenance can affect
maintenance of other recreation areas and rural roads that are the
responsibility of the non-Federal agency by reducing the funds and
manpower available for their maintenance.
5.8
No Federal Action. Recreation use in the Recreation Market Area
(RMA) (those count.ies surrounding the 58-mile se8'l'ent of the Missouri
River being studied) has been increasing over the past years. Modest
increases in the recreational use would be expected due to increasing
population in the RMA. Most use would continue to occur on the
developed Corps of Engineers' sites at Gavins Point Dam and Lewis and
Clark Lake, as well as Nebraska's Ponca State Park. Continued use of
this reach of the river is also anticipated by boaters coming up river
from the Sioux City area. No future major recreation developments
would likely be constructed under this alternative. By 1990, about
1,000,000 recreation-days use would be expected to occur annually.
CULTURAL RESOURCES
5.9
Selected Plan. Effects of the plan on cultural and historical
resources would be mostly beneficial. The corridor directly affected
by Federal action will be surveyed; all sites identified will be
evaluated and protected and or mitigated as provided by law. Some
resources may suffer some damage due to increased recreational use of
the river corridor. Unknown, deeply buried sites may be impacted
during construction; however, this impact would be kept to a minimum
because construction would be halted immediately.
5.10 No Federal Action. Historic and archeological sites on private
lands would not receive additional protection and would, therefore, be
subject to degradation through erosion, agricultural actiVities,
borrowing, and construction projects.
CONCLUSION

•

5.11 The selected plan is a plan with elements which will maintain or
enhance man's environment in the long term. The plan will maintain a
diverse natural vegetation, whereas the No Federal Action alternative
would not; it will enhance important aquatic habitat, whereas the No
Federal Action alternative would not; and it will protect significant
cultural and historical resources, whereas the No Federal Action alternative would not. Since high bank preservation is likely to occur with
either alternative, prime farmland would be preserved with or without
the selected plan. Also, at the same time, the selected plan will provide for more public use of the natural resources the plan will preserve
and protec t.
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VI.

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

6.1
An important part of this study effort was to solicit and obtain
public input. In pursuit of this goal, two public meetings were held.
The first was held on 31 June 1976 in Pierre, South Dakota, and the
second was held on 1 July 1976 in Yankton, South Dakota. Comments
received during and after these meetings were generally supportive for
the study of this reach of the Missouri River for possible inclusion in
the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. Verbatim transcripts of
these comments are on file with the Corps of Engineers District Office
in Omaha, Nebraska.
6.2
A Draft Environmental Statement entitled "Missouri River - South
Dakota, Nebraska, North Dakota, Montana" was filed with CEQ on 18
February 1977 and was distributed to the following Federal, State, and
local agencies, citizens, and citizens groups for their review and
comment.
FEDERAL AGENCIES
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Department of Commerce
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Office of Economic Opportunity
Federal Highway Administration
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Energy Administration
Federal Power Commission
Rural Electrification Association
Soil Conservation Service
Department of Interior
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
Bureau of Reclamation
Fish and Wildlife Service
National Park Service
National Water Resources Council
Missouri River Basin Commission
Federal and State members
National Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
STATE AGENCIES
Nebraska Office of State Planning
Game and Parks Commission
Historical Preservation Officer
Department of Environmental Control
Department of Water Resources
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STATE AGENCIES (Cont'd)
Natural Resources Commission
Director of Extension
South Dakota Bureau of Planning
Department of Game, Fish, and Parks
Energy Policy Council
Public Utilities Commission
Department of Environmental Protection
Historical Preservation Officer
Director of Extension
North Dakota State Planning Agency
State Game and Fish Department
State Highway Department
Historical Preservation Officer
Outdoor Recreation Agency
Director of Extension
Montana Office of Budget and Planning
Department of Fish and Game
Department of Natural Resources and Conservation
Public Service Commission
Historical Preservation Officer
Environmental Quality Council
Director of Extension
OTHERS
Affected Electrical Power Cooperatives
South Dakota Rural Electric Association, Inc.-Pierre, SD
Marshall Municipal Utilities-Marshall, MN
Midwest Electric Consumers Association
Missouri Basin System Group
Municipal Power Agency-Sioux Falls, SD
Rushmore Electric-Rapid City, SD
United Power Association-Elk River, MN
Valley City Municipal Utilities-Valley, NO
County Commissioners of Missouri River Corridor Counties
Mayors of Cities Bordering River in Study Reach
Vermillion Chamber of Commerce
Yankton Chamber of Commerce
North Dakota Association of Soil Conservation Districts and
River Bordering Districts
South Dakota State Association of Conservation District and
River Bordering Districts
Montana Association of Conservation Districts and River
Bordering Districts
Nebraska Association of Resources Districts and River
Bordering Districts
East Dakota Conservancy Sub-Districts
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OTHERS (Cont'd)
Lower James Conservancy Sub-Districts
West River Conservancy Sub-Districts
Oahe Conservancy Sub-Districts
Blackhills Conservancy Sub-Districts
Gregory County Conservancy Sub-Districts
Fort Randall Conservancy Sub-Districts
South Dakota Water Development Associstion
South Dakota Great Lakes Association
North Dakota Wildlife Federation
South Dakota Wildlife Federation
Montana Wildlife Federation
Nebraska Wildlife Federation
Izaak Walton League
Nebraska Division
North Dakota Natural Science Society
Augustsna Research Institute
Nebraska Bass Chapter Federation
Sierra Club
Nebraska Council of Sportsmen
Wildlife Management Institute
Quality Environmental Council
National Wildlife Federation
National Audubon Society
Ducks Unlimited, Inc.
American Camping Association, Inc.
National Recreation and Park Association
Environmental Policy Center
Coalition on American Rivers
Battelle-Northwest Laboratories
Argonne National Laboratory
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Energy Research Development Association
Dakota Environmental Council
Friends of Oahe, Inc.
SIMPCO
Gregory County Pumped-Storage Site Steering Committee
Honorable John E. Newton-Nebraska Supreme Court Judge
William Hyde-Wagner, SD
Kim Murphy-Sioux City, lA
Gerald Bachman-omaha, NE
Bob Danko-Bend, OR
6.3 A Revised Draft Environmental Statement was prepared and filed
with CEQ on 5 May 1978. Circulation of this document was made to
governmental agency heads only. Comments on this statement that
specifically pertain to the Missouri River below Gavins Point were
received from the following:
.
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U.S. Department of Agriculture
U.S. Department of the Interior
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
State of South Dakota - Office of the Governor
Nebraska Office of Planning and Programming
Nebraska Game and Parks Commission
Nebraska Department of Water Resources
Copies of the letters of comment from the above listed agencies are
presented and discussed in appendix A.
6.4
The following agencies, groups, and individuals received a copy
of this FEIS.
FEDERAL AGENCIES
Department of Transportation
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Department of Commerce
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Federal Power Commission
Soil Conservation Service
Department of Interior
Bureau of Mines
Heritage, Conservation, and Recreation Service
Bureau of Land Management
Fish and Wildlife Service
National Park Service
Missouri River Basin Commission
National Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
STATE AGENCIES
Nebraska State Office of Planning and Programming
Game and Parks Commission
Historical Preservation Officer
Department of Environmental Control
Department of Water Resources
Natural Resources Commission
South Dakota, Office of the Governor
Department of Game, Fish and Parks
Board of Environmental Protection
Historical Preservation Officer
Department of Water and Natural Resources
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OTHERS
Lewis and Clark Natural Resources District
Lower Niobrara Natural Resources District
Missouri River Bank Stabilization Association
Siouxland Interstate Metropolitan Planning Council
National Wildlife Federation
Nebraska Wildlife Federation
South Dakota Wildlife Federation
Nebraska Chapter of the Sierra Club
Midwest Environmental Services
H. Paul Friesema - Evanston, IL
Robert Eidsmoe - Sioux City, IA
William Hyde - Wagner, SD
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VIII. LIST OF PREPARERS
The following people were primarily responsible for preparing this
Environmental Impact Statement.
Expertise

Experience

Mr. Robert Nebel
Study Biologist

Ecology

2 years, EIS Studies
Omaha District

Mrs. Ann Welch
Study Recreation Planner

Recreation Planning

3 years, Water Resource
Studies, Omaha District

Ms. Judy Wood
Study Archeologist

Archeology

3 years, Cultural Resources
Studies, Omaha District

Mr. Richard Gorton
EIS Reviewer

Sanitary Engineering

9 years, EIS Studies,
Omaha District

Mr. Arvid Thomsen
EIS Reviewer

Civil Engineering

Name
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15 years, Water Resources
Studies, Omaha District

EXHIBIT I
Section 7 Consultation
Endangered Species Act of 1973, as Amended

United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
STREET LOCATION:

MAILING ADDBESS:
IWt Offift Bo.c 2U8I
Dr,. ...., FwUrai c.,.,.,
o."wr, CoIoNdo 10226

'''' "E~I..Y "I[FI[R TO:

FA/SE/HCRS--Mo. R.
Rec. Plan

JiJ:,

134

u,.;,a,. Blud.

Lolwwood. Colorado B0228

.I

5 1979

MEHORANDUM

To:

.

Regional Director, Mid-Continent Region
Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service, Denver, Colorado

r.

From:

Regional Director, Region 6
Fish and Wildlife Service, Denver., Colorado

Subject:

Section 7 Consultation, .Endangered Species Act of
1973

This responds to your June 7 memorandum requesting Section 7 consultation
on the draft management plan for the Missouri Recreational River between
Gavins Point Dam, South Dakota, and Ponca State Park, Nebraska.
We have reviewed the plan and it is our biological opinion that actions
described therein will not jeopardize the continued existence of any
endangered or threatened species. If the objeotives for natural
resources, woodlands, and wildlife listed on. pages 34, 38, 41, 42, and
43 are carried out, it will likely benefit the baLd eagle and possibly
the.whoopin.g crane.
The objectives of the plan include the protection of threatened and
endangered species of flora and fauna, the protection and enhancement of
woodlands, and the inventory and development of habitat management plans
for threatened or endangered wildlife species. Under programs for the
above objectives, timber cutting will be allowed only to prevent the
spread of disease or insect infestations or to clean up burned areas,
experimental methods of reforestation will be attempted, and a plan of
erosion control to protect woodland areas where needed will be provided
by the Corps of Engineels. In addition, raptor nest sites will be
protected, and the establishment or improvement of wetlands will be
included in the overall wildlife habitat management plan.

Save EMrgy and You Serve America!
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Section 7(a) of the Act requires all Federal agencies, in consultation
with the Secretary of the Interior, to "utilize their authorities in
furtherance of the purposes of this Act by carrying out programs for the
conservation of endangered species." Therefore, in any acquisition of
lands in fee or easement or in any erosion control plan, the protection
of habitat for bald eagles should be a' top priority in determining which
areas to purchase or stabilize. The Heritage Conservation and Recreation
Service and the Corps of Engineers should use their authorities to see
that this is carried out for the benefit of endangered species.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments and for your concerns
with endangered species. If the objectives or programs of the plan
which are likely to benefit the species are changed or modified, consultation
should be reinitiated.
!
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND 1I1LDLlFE SERVICE
STREET LOCA TION:
134 U,"- Stud.
z..1wu.oorl. ~ 102"

MA/UNG A.DDRESS:
1'0" O('i~ Bo~ 1$41'
.", "'''L Y AI"'" TO,

Dr"..,., F_rat C,"",
Dr" .....,.

Co"'''''

IOUS

FA/SE/COE--Sect. 32
(6-4-80-F-75)

MAR J 0 1geO
.

,'

. Colonel V. D. Stipo
District Engineer
Omaha District U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
6014 U.S •. Post Office and Courthouse •
Omaha, Nebraska 68102
J.",
Dear Colonel Stipo:
This responds to your letter of December .11," 1979, requesting a b;io10gica1
opinion on the Section 32 Streambank Erosion Control Demonstratioa ~
Program.
We agree with your assessment that the Section 32 Program will not
affect the whooping crane (Grus americana) or the peregrine falcon
(Falco peregrinus). We also agree that this program may affect the bald
eagle (Haliaeetus 1eucocepha1us).
BIOLOGICAL OPINION
The Section 32 Streamback Erosion Control Demonstration Progralll,is not
likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the bald eagle or adversely
modify its critical habitat.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
This project consists of the development and demonstration of ne'J methods
'and techniques of streambank erosion control on the Missouri River. A
complete description of the program is found in the "Final Environmental
Statement, Missouri River, South Dakota, Nebraska, North Dakota, MontanaStreambank Erosion ControL"
BASIS

or

OPINION

He agree with the assessment that the "Availability of food is probably
the most important factor influencing the distribution of wintering bald
eagles." We also concur in the _conclusion that the braided channel, in
many areas of the Hissouri River. "may facilitate the stranding of fish
and the opportunity for eagle fishing."
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The program, as it is currently planned, is not likely to affect the
nature of the river. channel and thus will not affect the availability of
fish to the eagles, The location of good fishing spots may change but
they are not expected to decrease. In addition, the eagles' alternate
food sources, waterfowl and upland prey, will not be affected.
However, if the program should be expanded substantially, I believe that
the very nature of the channel may be affected. The currently proposed
erosion control measures will not affect the formation of sandbars or
the tendency of the river to braid. However a large number of such
projects could affect the sediment load of the river and this could
affect the hydrology of the river. Therefore, if· the program is changed,
substantially increasing the number of erosion control projects, consultation
should be reinitiated,
•.~
The accessibility of the food can also be affected. Bald e.agles prefer
large trees near the riverbank with lateral brancpes and a good view of
the river and bankline for perching sites. Studies in South Dakota have
shown that 86 percent of the eagles perch within 15 meters (m) of the
bank and 58 percent perch within 5 m of the bank. Bank stabilization
structures, such as a composite revetment or reinforced revetment, can
leave long stretches of bankline where no suitable perch trees remain
near the banks. This is especially true where haul roads used to deliver
rock for the structures cause the clearing of additional trees and widen
the distance from the stabilized bank to suitable perch trees.
Protective measures "a" through "c" will minimize the removal of nearbank trees. Near-bank trees are being lost to erosion without the
projects; hal,ever, as the bank is eroded and trees on the bank are lost,
other trees near or on the new bank provide suitable perching sites.
These projects can reduce this continuing loss of flood plain forest and
also be beneficial to eagles if trees on and near the bank are stabilized
and protected rather than cleared due to construction or lost to erosion.
If construction work in many areas is extended into winter, a Significant
stretch of suitable wintering habitat may be impacted due to disturbance
from construction. The displacement of eagles from specific sites is
ameliorated by the eagles' high mobility. Bald eagles are rarely keyed
into particular locations, with the exception of sites below dams, but
rather search for ice-free areas where fishing is possible. These sites
change from winter to winter and even within the same wintering season.
The combined displacement of bald eagles from the entire project arca
could have a significant adverse impact on their survival. This is
especially important during times of limited food supply resulting from
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extensive freeze-up. As lo.ng as the eagles are not precluded, by construction
activities, from a substantial number of ice-free areas, their existence
is not likely to be. jeopardized. Protective measure "d" should prevent
such an occurrence.
The Service believes that, as a secondary impact, bank stabilization may
encourage conversion of woodland to agricultural land. Such conversions
could cause the loss of diurnal perches, roosting areas, or possibly
nests, depending on the project sites. In· his ·1979 master's thesis
entitled, "Water Resource Project Effects on Land Use on River Habitat,"
Jack Mielke, University of Nebraska, found that woodland clearing was
taking place in unstabllized areas as wel.l as in stabilized areas,
Although no increase in conversion rates could be attributed to stabilization,
Mielke recognized that, "the relatively"lihort time since the works were
installed may have biased the data." The'report points out that the
conversion of woodl~nd to .agricultural land is more a factor of agribusiness
trends rather than banlt stabilization. However, when such agribusiness
trends occur, an existing stabilized streambank will certainly be more
encouraging to woodland conversion than an eroding streambank.
.
The major influence of the stabilization may be on how close to the
river the woodland is cleared. A landowner is not likely to incur the
costs of clearing land he may expect to see washed away within his
lifetime. A stabilized bank, however, may encourage clearing much
closer to the bankline. How close to the riverbank an individual
landowner would clear without bank stabilization would depend on several
factors (rate of erOSion, landowner perception of the problem, the
change of future Federally financed bank stabilization, etc.) and is
difficult to quantify.
Protective measure "g" should reduce tree clearance by landowners.
However, we still believe that the most effective protection would be
for the Corps to obtain easements which will prevent conversion of
wooded lands to other uses.

These easements should include, at a ndnimur:l,

the trees within 200 feet of the stabilized streambank. The Endangered
Species Act states that "All other Federal .agenc.ies shall, in consultation
with and with the assistance of the Secretary, utilize their authorities
in furtherance of the purposes of this Act by carrying out programs for
the conservation of the endangered species and threatened species listed
pursuant to Section 4 of this Act." We believe that easements to conserve
the bald eagle arc authorized by the Endangered Species Act.
Besides food (availability and accessibility) and shelter (roost sites),
nesting habitat is critical to the survival of the bald eagle. Protecti,,",
measure "e" will prevent adverse.impncts to nest sites.
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As indicated by the assessment, coordination between the Corps and the
Fish and Wildlife Service, on Section 32 projects, has been excellent.
The procedures listed on page 52 of the assessment will ensure that such
coordination continues to prevent any unforeseen problems on specific
erosion control sites.

I commend you and your staff for your continued cooperation in conserving
endangered species. .If the Section 32 program changes substantially or
new species.are listed, please reinitiate consultation.
l
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!. Sincere.lY YOy'
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EXHIBIT II
Cooperative Agreement
Between the
U.S. Department of the Interior
and the
U.S. Department of the Army
for
Implementation of Section 707
of
Public Law 95-625
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The Secretary of the Interior, acting through the Assistant Secretary
'for Fich and I:ildlife and·l'::trks. :md the' Secretary of the Amy •
acting through~he Chief of Engineers, herein set forth the teres
and conditions of cooperative resFonsibility to be accomplished
pursuant. to Section 707 of Public LP." 95-625 (92 Stat. 3528). an
act ameniling the Wild and Scenic Rivers Lct (16 U.S.C. 1271 et.
sec:.). The I{ild and Scenic Ri.... ers ..Act j.s hereinafter referr"d to
as "'l11C Act." .
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. mlEREAS, The recreational se!~•• ent of the Hissouri River in Nebr"sY~"l .
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and South l).::\:ota "IlS added to the 1\Iltional I{ild and Scenic Foivers
System to preserve alld protect end to ~l"e availuble its resourc(!s
•. "'_.L __ , ....•"~ ..'_'.'-__ to:::.p,,'-'-l~c_ps~ ..a~ J;~lIerally ceccribed :ill the docu1l!er.~ entieled,
." .~ .i . . '. ."R-!':Vl.C"1 Report .for l·ictcr Resources Development, South Dakota, lIe":1
braska, l:or:.-h Dakotn, l:Olltnna," prepnrl!d by the Division Engin,,!!r,
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Hissouri River Di' 'ision, Corps of EnI;inecrs, datad Auzust 1977.
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Davelop and itlpler.",nt detailed plans for acquisiCion of
intere~sts in lands, cl.Cl'·elopcent, protection and l!~nasement of the desiGnated rivl!r rc:.ch incorporating those ro>creation
and bank stab1.lizeeion aspects, rcal C!st,ate and other rC'luirl!ltenes
necessary to carry oue thc'proyisions of the act;
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(C) Establish critcria and procedurcs to permit access for
such ,Pl1nring and nSf;ocintcd pifl('l1'frtl!l'S ns r.\r.'1.y be necessary to sc~urc
an adequate ~U~l'lY. oi''1a1;!l>;' for owners of' land' 'I.!1j?cc.nt~ o..fo tt.."r:,~er:1;

...
.-

.-~"

.'
__

/

• _ _ 0.

__•

_ _ _ _ _ _ _. . .

._-_.-._.-

' _ 0 , .. _ _ _ _ -

--:----_ .. --

_ .. ____

0 ___ . _ _ _ _ _ ...

,_ • •

__

-

,

,~

-j

.,

,~';

I

•

.. ;.~
(.j) CCinicr 0:1 'budCt!: r.l1o:-.4i.i:icn;;
l,urp"ses of tllr, act; lind

,

,

T~~ql.:ircd

t:. C:-~"'ly CJuL '!."l.t.'

(E) Estr.ulish" conceptual theL,e for the design of rer.rc"tional
feilturea r-nd devclop~"'nt.
,

._-

II. TliE SECRETARY OF 'IRE I1ITERIOR, ACTn:G TIIROUGl! T1lEASSIS'l'l.!IT-----·--SECRETARY ,'OR FISJI AND ~:rLDLIFE fJID FIUU~, m:I.J.:

....

----a. ••••

oj
I

'.

1

(A) Acludllister the d"Gigllcted secnent as a Recr.eational Rivp.r
under the pzovisions of the act;

"!
j

(B) IIlHinte efforts to establish a. Recreatj.om,l F.iver Advisory
Group "hich =y include me;;:bers reprcsellting those organizctions
identified in section 3(a) (22) of the act and define the duties
'.
and responsibilities of the Recreation;:l River Advisory Group;

•

I
!

i

I

-

(C) Upon request, provide technical assistance to the U.S.
Arn:y Corps of J:ut;il,,!erS j.n those inst'm,ces "here the Departreent
of the Interior has unique Cllpability by virtue of 1"", or special
;. .e).iJertise required for planning andit:r.1et1entation of the ac.t;

j
•
",
~

.,

"
I"

,

(D) Deten.::ine, upon notification by the Secretary of the Arr-y
(acting throq;h the Chief of Engineers), or othe~;ise, if activi- ,
__ ties .are occurring or ..l.hreatening. to. O,CCUl: along ...the ...designated. __. _. __ _
river sect.'lent l;hich constitute serious dat'lage or threat to the vnluc:s
for which the seQtent \\t1S d~s1&.T.ated; and

-;

"
~!-":'"

:-

-:-. -_. -.7;::'-"'-

", .!

, ..I

.1

~ I

i

_~

-,"

:1"

'j

,

-."

(E) Sub",i!: budget rcquire"ents through non,,,l Dcp'lrl"lr.cntal
channels.

,

1

I

.I

lIT..

.. 1

·

....!_"

-- - ~

II

THE SECRETARY OF 'IRE Ai'U':Y, ACTn:G nn\oUGH TdE CHIEF OF El,GI.. , ....... - - .. _.- ... _ _. - . - _.. _ ... .
......WI1.L:
.. ___ .__ .. _,.""_"
.... , -' . .

.. _..._,_.}:EERS,
. _. ,.:..:...._.

'

_.• , - - '(Ar Submit' budget rcquiremcrit,,-f6r'pr-ojeEt7'"pninilIlf'lf,-"CQliisT''''- - - - tion of land" and intlOrests in lands, development of interprctj.ve
fllcilities Ilnd features, and construction of: recl:elltional aud str,,""!b8-.,j~ stabilization;
(n)' Submit budget requirements for operations,
anli replaceoent of such. features ;:nd f.:cilitic,,;

'I

"

-

~intcnance

(C) Notify the reprcscntative of the St!eretllry of the Interior
anil othr.r tI"""be.r,, cif' the"P.ccrcllt.ional Ili.\"er-Adv1"ory· Group' about ..... ,.'.
itci:ivitic:~'

that nre- occu-rr5.nc

-elonc"'

the

dcsicric:itcd

river-- sCC,~ullt- .- .- -.. - .

"h1ch constitute a threat to the valu"s for which the river was
C:c::ir.natr.d ::n:l to lnud ond i.ntcrests in .li!r.d acquired by the Unit<"d
States anet make recommendutlons concernlng the lssuancc of·a deter ...
minati~n by the· Sec~etary. of the Interior as ~rovided for in Article
l.J.\u) CJi thlti A:~r(;,(:l!lt:nc; all a

...

--- •.. .
~

. --7

·..

"

,

•
~

,

.,

..

! ,<

.

.'

•

,;t

(Il) l:otify Interior of the c:ollf,l'P'"dor.d l,"d~ct }"'<:rinr,s
Rccrentiollill Ri.'·CT $0 thnt Intc:::J.~,· \:;J1. 1'~: ih)t, to :r· ... ·.';1·~,,·.
IV.

TilE SECRE1'}.RY OF TilE I\nI'!\" l\C'l'l~G T;!;;ula.iL! ~d:i~ ti' l"J'..:,. ~j
SUl'JEC'I TO ArrRUl'l:IATI(J~;S HII.L:

0:1

the

L:.'Cl Hl:l:.r:S"

(.1\) Conduct or CR\1St! to bf! conducted dUl'int det~iJ.e{~ p!c.:l\!!il1G
and design for. ilT':plc.r.:ent~tion of the r..c.:cr.ert1:ic.;n:.!l lUver 1.rD.hr;~:at:cnt
. P1"n (incorpor .. t.c.d hcr"in by reference), aNj ),11 c:"on1inr.tiCol1 with
.apprcpriatp. ngencies of the llepartnlfmt o! the Int<!riol-:

"
· 'i

--.'

"1,

·•~

1.

A survey to determine th" sites of historical and archeoloGical

resources

i

~'hlch

1!'.ay be located within the river cOT.riclor;·

2. A vi su:11 rescurce alln1ys:l,ll to identify any outstandingly
re",arkahle scenic al:"2.5 which should be prot~ctcd as part of the
Recreatiorull Rl.ye.r;

i

i

· I;

3. An invlantory and asseSSMent of l-,ildlife resource values
"hich should be protected and enhanced to I:lZiutain thol,e qU<llities
which led to de~isna tion of thr. segIr.cnt;, I'.nd

4. A mineral resource inventory and urlalysill for rJann;;cl:ent
of thes'e resourcell.

.. '"

'cf

-

-.. -.-:--.,
· j

.

l

i

(B) Detemille the extent ano location
streruobank stebiJ.i .... tion
structures
and
oth<!r
\Io:J~s
necessary
to
centxol
et'osioll',ma the l"sal
intcr~st in··l.:n-es raqui:::ed' toi tlu! c-cns'::r'uct-iori '&11"\1 -n..a:tt~telfll~...cEf - -- -- - - of such \olorks;

",J

,..,.

.)
.

,

(C) Further detertlJine, pr:!or to the initintion of 'com'truction
(or the Federal assumption of L<lintenllnce), of any streall:bank
stabilization structur", the extent of additioncl related l~n~s
i
or leual interests in lands uith5,ll the same ow"Ilet'ship \:l:ich "re
,_. i·
.. _.. ____ . -'r.:~quircd to protect and enh::nce the river in cccorduncC": ,~it;, the
'.. _--:-}._. ._____ pU~"J~s~s- o'f- the:· ~~_tf' . -- -.. _. __. _,-_._- - -.---

,

,- c·-i - ,.-- ,_ ... ,. --(D) Conclitj,on the construction,-<>r_l!'ai.nten<:nce..oLa;~,~:r,en"'b"nl; _ _ __
t
i
st:lbilizction structure, other works n<!cessary to control erosion, "r
I
of any recr(;"tio1!:11 river f""ture, upon th" nvai1aL:l.lit)- to th<! United
!

•

·j
1

.i

Stntes of such land ane! i11tCJ:ests .in land in ~uch O~"Ilcl:sh!p as is
dee:-.ed neccssory to carl:Y out ~ucb conGtruction and lUlil,tcn~ncc &11d
to prot"ct and enhance the river in accordance \lith the l'u=polles of
the act •

. (I':) Acquire i,n th<! name of the United States such atlditiol1::l l"nds and
"leI:1I1 interest.s' in 'lands . required to.. carry.. o.ut the rh'c~ ,p.cs<!rvl1t,ion _ .. '
- and rccrc';"'tion&l pUl·j1o·."s'-cf ..the-act: ill accor<\<lIIc" w,H:h 'nol'L,aJ.,· real.
estate pr<zctices of the COll''' of tl1gineers, ."ction 2(,,) (~2) of the
ac t, and· th" re'luiren:el1ts of Public l,a" 91-6/,(,;

,
3

·;

----_.-

-- ._-- .. ---- -

---.--- ..

~,

•

.

.

...

'

...

•

(F) Jj"dr:.:, construct. operate, and maintain the r.ec:r~a!1;.i9)l, '1!1lf;
in t:crprc ti vc ic~ tt.!r..::; ia Ce,,~l:.Yr.:':'i1Cj ......i th li,(: l:(~c'tea.t~iolli!.l I:.i "'cr

Hanaf:c!:cnt rlan;
"

(G) Desit~, CCD~t;r\~ct, opel':- ~i: ~n.~ tJ!;.dnt.ain st):cflmb.:llli:
Gtnbili?nt:i.cn and riVl~r pres.:.:t:vat:!.cr:. structu!'ct:;

i

!

I

. ' .'

_ _ _ .J •. __ • _ _ _ -

-_.,;

I
I

._ _ _ _ -

_""

_ _ ".' -

...

__ -

.

_."_' _ " _ _ " , , , _ _ '''_.-.

.

·or·yo-car----- --. ---

- _ • • •- . - .

(ll) Saak written COOFernt~.ve af;reetler.ts for-Stilt';
_.. __ - .. - 1I0verumental pnrtieipat:i.on rul providec! for by saetion 10(e) of tha'- act; nnd

i

II

.

.(1) F~iling to necotiate adequate protection or willing cessation
of activities which threaten tha land or interests in l,,,,d acquired
bi the 'Jnited States b~--\dU.ch thrcatcn- the values for 'Ihich tha
river segt!lent l>.,s desicnateu, as detcrt'.iIled by the Sccrctnry of
the Interior, exerc:i.sa e~.incnt dotuin or oth~r nppropriate remedy
to prevent or terrunate such adver~e activities •

-

i

I-

I
•
.I

,

j

V.

.~
t

••

RENEGO'i.'L\TION ORTEmUNATION

Either p.:t:-ty r.ay initiate rcnef,ctiati:cn or temination of this
Olg~-eement by 30 days written notic('.

1.
.

;

.
."-.'
r '.

.-

-~~.:J _~ ~~:~U... ~ ._!lcm~;:l!.~~~~D!;!')At-,~ritJ~__ " ______ _

i
I

.'.

"l

. .;

~,

_"_.

~-

~

. By

..

\',,~-~

tL,,[L___'_6..:.t.:~--=-'!J~_____________

-

./~.,-M.Szist~-f':_~1:etary for Fish ~"nd HHdlife and PD.ri:.s

r",bert L. ;;hbst

____.__.J! •.5..L.

_~p,,!:ttl"!l1"~f_ the

(Date)

Arf':j _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

-"---1----=~--BY- ~iii~~ .."'~-.'-.
'1-

~~t~

-------~ "-i-,~-~--:r-/----'---

J Hi Jo!orris
- - - - - - . - - - - - . - - ' - - - - - - - '[n.:itc.)
i'te'utenD.nt Gc.li"-rnl, U S A 'eftief of Engineers
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APPENDIX A
PUBLIC VIEWS AND RESPONSES
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CORPS

,..

or

ENGINEERS RESPONSES

STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA
EIIECUTIV! OFFICE

HA,,\lIEY WOLLMAN
GOVfRNOfIt

PlURE
11601"

August 7. 1971
Lt. Cen. J, W. Morris. Chle'
U. S. Army Corps of Engln"r.
1000 Independence Avenue. S. W.
Wuhlnglon. O. C. 20l"

The Natural Resources CAbinet Subgroup. which,s comprised of .11 the natural resources
ilgtmcies In South Dakota stale government. has revieWed the Corpi of Engineers'
·Umbrella Siudy' 'or Its Impacts on Soulh Dakota. Based on lhls review. I have severa'
comments on the study I would like 10 oner for your conslderatJon. The commenls pertain to the pumped 1IOra98 facility. bank stabilization. fish rurlng ponds and the Nllonal
rectealional river designation.

.

~'.

Th.:: proposed pumped Siorage hydrfleleclrlc generallng facility on Lake Francis Case In
Gregory County b acceptable 10 South Dakota if suitable mitigatiOn measures are used to
ameliorate adverse enVlronll"P'P,lh ""mH.ljlYr'S conslructed. the Corps
should Inslall en~rgy dlulp
;
Ft:
IIt.'As In the arter~y Intake and
discharge areas to reduce e os on. turbid ltV an other impacls on the aquatic ecosystem.
As much wildlife Nibllal 8S possible should be developed around lhe (orebay and other
project faeiliUes.
.

tnd ""

ai~o supporis ine bank liilbiiizalion of active .roslon sHel below Gahe. Fort
Rilndall and Cavins Point Oams If the structures are properly construcled and maintained.
The Corps should consider absorbing the long-term maintenance costs or the stabilization
program because the operation of the Missouri malnstem reservoirs Is directly responsible
for accentuating the natural proceu of bank eroslon.South DilKoi>l

aMY'.

11·
1

I

Pllnnfng and desfgn Df III future stabiltzatlon structures in the recreationai
rher wfll be fully coordfnated with State and Federal agenctes. t~a1nte'1i!,,~e
of the stMictures will be the responsibt1ity of the Corps ~f En91neers. Sut.lect
to IpproprtattonS. (See Section .IV. G. Df Exhibit II.)

As discussed in Ih. sludy. lhe construcllon of the fish raring ponds al . .ven sites on
Lake Oil he ilnd five slles
~g'£be the subject of further discussion. between the Corp
Ipe
·lte~1 of Wildlife. Parks and
Foreslry. I approve of Ih conQ!pl~
e Polent il for such ponds should allO be evaluated for .11 cother malnslem reservoirs.
'

,

I".

Lt. Cen. J. W. Morris
August 1.
Page Two
~

I also support the concept of deslgn.ling the Missouri River from Gavlns ~Int to Ponca ..
Nebruka as • NOIlional Recreational River If the easements will not be too reslrlctl~.
•
and condemnalion or Imd ilnd easemen15 Ir. mlnlmll. If the de,lgnlUon from Cavlnl
Point 10 Ponca proves to be beneliclll 10 South Dlkotans. the reach 'rom Fort Randall
DIm to the hudwller, 01 Lake Lewis IIld Clark Ihould be sludled for I slml"r d.slgnilion.

I appreciale the opportunJly

&0

commenl on the Umbr.1I1 Study.

I &hlnk the proposals

oullined will be beneficia' tA Soulh Dakota and &he naUon If my comments Ire incorporated loto the fIlM. pllns.

Sincerely.

2i.~"-:!~

GOVERNOR
H\Y,jrd

cc:

Nalunl Raourcu Cabine. Suburoup"

..

coRPS or ENGINEERS IESPDNSES

Tbe Missouri River f~ Gavlns Point to PonCi. Nebraska was deSignated 4
Natlonl) Recrettlonll River on 10 November 197a by Section 701 of PUblic law
95-625. Section 11 of the GDH being clrcullted with this F£IS addresses your
concerns regarding ..s..ants Ind condemnation of land. lbe MiSsouri Rfver f~
2 Fort Randall DuI to tn. helMt.rs of Lewis Ind Clark Like was reconnended
for Inclusion In I Stlte or Natlonll wild Ind Icentc rtver sYite~ in the
Mtssourt lither Bastn frllllWOrk Study report published In Oectaber 1911 by
the Mtssourl aher But. Interl91flC1 co.tttee.

_ _ _ _ _ - . . . - - . 0 . .......

/'-'----="--" ,..

! ' _.
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'. i
OFFICE

BOX 94601 . STATE CAPITOL' LINCOlN, NEBRASKA· 68509 • (402) 411-2414

OF

CORPS

PlAr~NING

Arw

G-J...".nor J , , _ har:

~OGRAMr.~ING

$, ... ' ., •• ,.. c.. ... ~ ...

June 29. 1978

lieutenant General J. N. "'rr1l
CMet of Engfneers
Department of the Af'II!Y

Washington. D. C. 20314
Dear Gener"l fbrr1s:
lklder the provistons of OMS Ctrculir A:95. thts agency hIS cDilpleted the

cleartnghous~

revfew of the revised Draft

£nvf~ntal

StiteDtnt for the

Missouri Rtver -UaDrelh Study.·

',.

The proposed actions do not appen.to conntct with Iny state level COllpre.

henstve plans and does not represent I duplication tn the
stlte or feder.l funds.

~xpendtture

of

1

This llgeney requests. copy of the ffn.l envtronllentll stlte.ent when it
bew.s n.l1able. COMenu fro. the GIlle and Parks C~ssfon Ind the

Department of Water Resources lire enclosed for your review and 1nfonaatton.

~

warren G. Whi te
Natural Resources Coordinator

WG'.I:np
Enclosures
cc: Bt 11 Hoppner
Dayle W1111a.5on
Del W'llteley
John Neuberger

•

-r_,/ ,~

or

ENGINEERS RESPONSES

~'Nebraska Game and Parks Commission

~

2200 Norlh a3rd Sheell P.O Box 30370 I Uncoln, Ncbr .. !!" Ga503

""y 31, 1918

~
...

Ms. Neoma Parks, Project Review CoordinatoD
State Office Of Planning And Progra.min,
Roo~ 1319. State tlpitol
P.O. 80,94601

Lincoln. Nebraska
111::

68509

SAl /10. 78 05 02 -

•
,

I

.. eE,

J:Jft

l!

CORPS

or

ENGlHUIS USPOHSIS

liED

/Yi8

'-!:f1r~
. .....: .. PII
...-.t:.:.:.(J'/IJfJC
OFFICE

!.abren. Study

Dear Hs. Pub:

As indicated ta the Coordination Section of the Report our ,gency has been
consulted throughout the study period. The only significant deviation f~
tnro~tton previously provided Is the finding that the stream bank erosion
control feature _111 be carried out under the Sectton 32 Demonstration prograa ~ithout phase J ~tudy and with a Final Environment Impact for this
action based upon coaaents submitted on the Draft £.I.S. for the ~rel11
Study. Ou~ ~omments on the Draft EIS were blsed upon the indicated approach
as shown tn the Corps' May 28 Announcement for I series of public ~etlngs
In ...blch 1t is stated:
-The area between ~avlns Point ~ Ind the held of the existing
stabllfl.tion works hiS In erosion proble., however. this reach
has the potential for I .ulttple purpose solution In which bank
stabtHuUon ts only one aspect. Consequently. it Is treated
as one of sever,l considerations discussed under the topic
-Recreation River.··

>

1-

1

TM three provisions dlsc:uslWtd Mve new been .de Into ••• by S.ctlon 701
of Public Law 95-625.

learning of this change. the Missouri River-fort Randall Dam to Sioux City
Erosion Control Task Force assumed le~dershjp for developing legls1.tlon thlt
would provide for the lIu1tlple-purpost approach. Specific provfslons
thts
legisialiol\ includes: (1) desigA.tlon of the Htssour"f River between
Gavins Point Da. and Ponca St.te·Plrk as I Recreation River under the Hattonal
Wild and Scentc Rivers Act; (2) provisions for installatton, future operation
and maintenance of needed Streambank erosion control measures IS planned under
the Stre~ank Erosion Control ind Demonstration Act (Section 32, Water ResourceS
Deyelo~~nt Act of 1974 and (3) establlshhent of what 15 tenPed a Recreation
Rher Management Group, which would ba\le essenttally the sallie Ilelllbersh1p Ind
function as the [rosiOR Control TiSk force. This legislation which ts In a.end·
~ent to U.R. 12536 h.s been introduced and hiS been ipproved by tbe House
Interior Coiaittee.
Upon

0'

•
I'·

'.J .... ,

I.,:

,

)-----~-.

)
I

~

.

.

• "s. NeON Parks'
Page ~
'Hay 31, 1918

CORPS Of ENGINEERS RESPONSES

Potnt (3) of Pagp 1 "as included to assure appropriate recognition of the concerns of the diverse interests represented during the detilled planning Implementation and operation phases. We would sU9gest an equal need eKists for this
provision under the Corps' adopted .1teroative to cover unforeseen consequences
If the Congress does not act favorably on the .utt'ple-purpose approach. The
Corps recognizes and in fact tems the erosion control lleasures being instalted
as •••• Innovative and unproven techniques ••••• page E-25 AppendtK 1. Therefore, It appears destrable that they indicate their Intenl as to future aonttaring of installed erosion control .easur.s IS well as the future role ~f the
Task force In site selection, design Ind operation of the ~asures.

'1'. On 10 Mdvellber 1978. Congress acted favorably on

The following discussion Is contained on plge B-68 ApPendix 1. regarding
endangered IMr.iIlal species:
·The black - footed ferret hiS been sighted In ,11 four st.tes of
the study area. llttl. Is known 'bout this spec'es, however,
there does see. to be I relationShip between black - footed
ferrets and prairie dog towns for food and shelter. Therefor••
all prairie dog towns should be considered IS possible ferret
locatiuni even if these -towns· occur In marginal hab'tat such
as flood plains.·

~

the .,1tlpuroose ,poroich
and designUed the Mfssourl River reach fl"Oll Gavlns Point to Ponca. I~ebraska
I ca.ponent of the ",tlonal ~ld Ind Icenlc rivers system. Sections VII
Ind XI of the GOM being circulated with this fEIS address your concerns
regarding IOnltorlng of Installed erosion control ~asures and the future role
of the Recreational River AdviSOry Group in site select.~n. deSign, and
operation of the measures

~

Acknowledged. Our second sentence '" hIVe been misleading.

We concur with the last sentence but suggest that the second sentence"y ~
misleading. We acknowledge that little
known so far as numbers and spectflc
locations of remaining ferrets, however. I positive relationship wtth prairie
dog towns has been established.

'5

:..
I

Very truly yours.

VI

.J-

.?/( (;A(-,(?-7

Oelvin ". Wbttele,. Chief ~
:
Planning and Progr~tng Divlston

'."

O:·:W:ses
cc: 8tll BatleJ
ken Johnson
Bob 10-.

•

,

---_ ... -_ .... ,,,.

.

'~j'

-

11. }978

. ,John W.
r.

-------'--~---'---

CORPS Of fHGlNEERS RfSPOHS£.S

~e"ber;er', otrector4-L

Jon Obe~g. Director - State Office of Planning and Progra..tng
R~view

of Revised Dr.ft [IS on Corps of [nglneer's Hlssouri River

Lllllbrelh, Study

The revised draft appears to .deqUdtely respond to the questions,

concerns and Issues rafsed by Nebras~. State 'gencles, Natur.l
Resources Districts .nd other Interested groups and Individuals.
We have no further comment on the revised draft and have not gtven
priority to revteNtng the three appendices referred to as technlc.l
re.,orts.

1

1

I was not able to find comments from the Nebraska Natur.l Resources
and would like to know their views and posltton OR the
Review Report. for Instance. have they acted to adopt the features
ind facilities within NebrAskA IS • part of their State W.ter Pl.n?
WhUever correspondence or 1nfo.... tton you hive would be Appreciated •
~Isston

.nci:bw

Attachment: Drift

•

I Ac~lodged.

,------

)

..

COKPS OF £N:.iINE.£RS RESPOOS£.S

OEPARTM£NT
O"'CI: 0 '

or AGRICULTURE
".1: SCCA[T""H

WASHINGT;)N. O. C. 20Z!lO

.,.
~u11311S18

lieutenant General J. W. Morris
Chief of Engfneers
Office of th~ Chief of Engineers
Ar~ Corps of Engfneers
U.S. Oepcrtment cf the Army
Washington, D.C. 20314
Dear General Morris:

":i",:~

.

This is in reply to COlonel James N. Ell1s1 letter of April 25. 1978.
We have reviewed the Corps of Engineers r~portl revised draft environw
mental i~Plct statement and other pertinent rep rts on the Missouri
Rher, South Dakota, NE:braska, NJrth Dakota, and HontJna. They recOJUllend
appropriation of $2,500,OCO for advanced engine~rin9 and design of
additional hydroelectric development at Fort Peck and Garrison Oarr,s plus
construction of a pump storage hydroelectric plant at Francis Case Lake
in South Dakota. Tile plan also if ,'udes strearr.bank st~bilization works
at 30 active erosfon sites along the Missouri River, 12 ffshwrearing ponds.
and designating approximately 60 'miles of the Missouri River as_a National
Recreation River.
All of these features except the streambank stabilization works shou benefits
to exceed co~ts when calculated using an interest rate of 6 3/8 percent.
It is noted thillt the Board of Engineers fOI" Rivers and Harbors recOlf,m~nd

excluding $trearrbank stabilization works frum this ~port. Should it r~main
in the report, the doc~nt would be strengthened by including benefits
that can be expected from such WJrks.

not speciffcllly mentioned, the increase in hydroelectr~c power
generation will helPJl[Ve~~~~uels, The rere9ulation
f1
.• "
"level below the darn
reservofr will also
thereby 1mproving st '" k s "l\:Y" a
e Ta 'ity of irrigation pumpIng
plants.
'

1 •

1

TI-tC benefits that can be expec"ced frOOl streanbanl" stQ.~Jflizi.ttior. ~~r~s ~rp
1n detafl fn the <:;t .. ·-,,~"·"~,-~ t:nISion.Control Final £~vi .. -"'"':-:t~l Stat::-- -,",t
and throu~hout the (,0:-1 that is beinQ cfrcu1at~d wit'l tois i.IS.

I

A1th~ugh

SOK~

rewording 1s needed regarding the statement that remaining woodland
1s on very sandy soil which 15 not usually regarded as g~od quality cropland
(volume 1 of 3 review report. ~age 65). The soil is very sandy and 15 not
regarded as high quality cropland for dryland farming; however, it does
respond very well to irrigation when properly managed.

I
2

•
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Acknowledged.

see our nu". COilIIlent.

distusse~
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Lieutenant General J. W. Morris

2
Cropland dong the recreational rher 15 very sandy;

The effects of proposed plan elements should clearly address prime cropland.
Haps used In the reports fndicate prime cropland will not be involved'
however, this should be clariffed jn the report.
•

however ft docs respen.!

very well to irrfgation when properly managed. Development of the

recr~~ttcn~l

rher w111 protect IIDst of thts cropland fl"OOll serious strE:ar.:!>ank eros10n.
31 amount
of protection. however, will be subject to appropriattons.

This proposed p~ject his no apparent conflIcts with the U.S. Departllent of
.Agriculture projects or pr:ograms.
.

41 Acknowledged.

Sincerely,
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

..... __""

..r.ooo. ...
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Ref:

Septe~er

SW-EE

20, 1918

J. W. Morris, Lieutenant Gener.'
U.S.,.

Chief of Engineers
Department of the Anny

Washington. D. C. 20314

Dear Gener.l Horris:
EPA Regional Offl
statement for ,~friFcf~;f-ffii;'oi

Hootana. We i
Corps staff
other offices
I recent '-Ield
CEnts are attached. Our major concerns are the <nH._,no'

1. The planning used

in this ·Umbrella StudyM did not
go far enough
For example.

1n its evaluation of problems lind potent1el solutions.

certain actions .'ong the rive. stretch from Gavens Point to Pdnci Park
have been taken with. possible recreatlor.al river designation In .nnd.

1

HO,1ever. Ictlons are being proposed on other reaches of the rtver with

>

I
\0

no apparent consideration given to their potential eligibility for recreational river designation. The Corps should work with the Departments of
Interior and Agriculture to arrange an iMmediate study of other potentially eligible river stretches under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.

1

All other free flowing reaches of the Missouri River haye been rec~d~d for
inclusion in I State or Hatton.l ~i1d and scenic river system by ttoe HiS~Ourt
River Bastn InteragEn·cy CO\IIII1ttee in their December 1971 Hissouri River Basin
framework Study report. Further study of these river reaches for des'~n.t10n
under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act must be 'nitiated by the Departnent of
the Interior 1n accordante with Section 4 of the Act. Such further stud.v has
not been initilted to date.

2. w~ think SOllIe of the proposed hydroelectric IOdtflcations u)'
be ~relToature at this time. We have no Gbjection to the Gregory County
pumped storage fac1lity provided certain design features Ire included.
The added turbines and reregulation dams It ft. Peck and Garrison dam5
ire of concern. In vi~w of the critical environmental tradeoffs for the
stretch of free-f~MistbpI1CFl~~aIf1son Dam to Oahe Reservoir.
no Irreversible c. . . .ntsft JII~liIruction should be .ade
until the opportunities for potential recreational rtver designation
have been assessed and adequate wildlife habitat mitigation 15 assured.
Bank stabilization efforts at,,"!!! this stntch should be designed and constructed with suth recreational river pGssibl1 Hies in !IIind.
3. Bank stabilization and nAvigation considerations were not adequately addressed In this revised stateaent. Under the ·soft· ba~k
stabilization demonstration efforts, your Agency should be developing
criteria and a study approach to evaluate tne effectiveness of, these

2

•

BlInk subtlhation has been more thoroughly addressed In the StrEar.~anl:.
Erosion Control final Environnental Statement. All of the bank stabilization
-.easures constnlcted under Section 32 Ire befng IIOnltored for effectiveness.
'ncluding aquatic and terrestrial impacts •

I
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devtces before a full-fledged program Is Instituted. A stronger COAatt.ent to correcting any untoward environmental tapacts fro. these stabllfzatlon structures 1s needed.
Based on EPA's ,)lstetA of rating £IS's IIlder Hs review. we hIVe
riLed this document .5 £R-2. Thts ••ns that we hive envfror.tntll
,nervltlons about nrtous features In this study proposal.

I

.,..,

2

/3
3

We will be hiPPY to discuss our concerns with you. Ple.se contact
Mike Ganseckl of OW stiff It (fTS 327-4831) or TI. Kubllk of ABglon VII

at (158-2921, for further lsststance.

Enclosure

>

~
o

•

I

Acknowledged.
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Detailed C~nts of the U.S. Environmental
Protection A~ncl on the Revised br.tt £Is: MlSsourt

River - sout D. ota, Nebraska. North bakota. AOnt.na
The Regton VII and YIII Offices of EPA have reviewed the revised dr.ft
[IS and accompanying reports of the U.S. ~ Corps of Engineers .nt1tle~
the Missouri River - South Dakot •• HebraSk' North DakotiA Montan •• Becaus.
the propos.ls in the reVIsed draft tis Ire ldeRtiell to at 1n the
or1g1n.l dr.ft (with the exception of the hydroelectric reregulation
structures), .5t of the coar.ents .., provided fn the EPA letter

A. Green dated July 13. 1971 Ire sttl1 relevant.
~NERAL

f~

iii

Ii

I

Acknowledged.

John

COI-I·(HTS

1. f'rocedurfl

Accordtng to tnfonDltion in the revised dr.ft EIS and elsewhere I portion of the proposed act tons identtfied under the overall Umbrella Study
Afid Draft EIS were covered In .nother final £IS. The proposed .cttens
consist of some stre~h.nk erosion control projects authorized under Section
32 of the StreMibank Erosion Control' Detaonstratton "Act. We lllere infonEd
that thts final EIS was submitted to EPA Headquarters on June 16. 1978.
Regton VII and Region VIII EPA offices received copies of thts final
EIS durtng the first week of August. It Is EPA's positton that this EIS
was not correctly filed and must be re-filed with EPA. Our Washington
office that handles tnco.in9 EIS's has assigned the date of receipt by
EPA of this ftnal [IS as July 31. 1918. This would be the date of
notification In the Feder.l Rigister.
2.

,

JI

5

It Is the Corps of [~1n~rs position that t~e Stre.~bank [raslo~ ~ontrcl F1nll
Envif'Ol'lll!ntal Statt!llent does not require re-fl1fng. The lll-day review rerlod ...as
adjusted by EPA He.dQUarters to Iccnmmodatr y~lr late rrceipt of thp Statp-e~t.
The 1 Au~ust 197q nntlce in t~ federal Reaister indle.ted that the 3n-~~v
revtew period would expire on 30 August 1 9 7 A . "
"

I

The Phnnlng Process

As was pointed out tn our July 13. 1911 co.ments, the pl.nnlng pro·
cess used In this ·U~rella Study· did not go f.r enough In tts evalu.·
tlons of problems and potentill soluttons. While the Corps must of course
fol1a~ through on expressed Congressional concerns, the Corps .150 his •
great deal of administrative latitude to consider other 'ctlons. The
Hatlon.l [nvlronaent.l Policy Act encourages consideration of options
Ivailable to the government as a whole.

W. are lOst concerned .bout the lack of comprehensive and systelatic
plaonlng consideration for the other free-flowing reaches of the Mfssourt
River affected by Ud:Irell. Studt proposals. The reach froa Gavtns Point

•
'"

-.-~--- ,"

,

2
.~

to Ponca Park has received special .ttentton because of the study
effort by the USDA and Interior over potential recreation rtver designltton.

D~

..

Bank stabilization structures. flow patterns, lnd riverbank land uses .r.
betng discussed fra. the perspective of coapattbtl1ty with the possible Wild and Scentc River status.

We are concerned about the other free-flowing reaches such IS between
Garrison Dam and Oabe ReserVOir, or between Ft. Peck and Garrison Dam. These
Alches have suffered in some cases trOll operating effects of the llatnstelll .

~s. and stabilization efforts ~t hive never been defined with recreation
or ftsh and wildllfe"protection uses in .tnd. As the principal Federal
oper.ttng agency on the Mlssourt River I' well .s the present proponent
for major changes to the rtver regime and bank conditions, the Corps of Engineer
should be the tnttlator of proposals to constder these reacnes of freeflowing Missouri River ooder the Wild ind Scenic Rhers Act. It Is
recognized that the Department of Interior and Agriculture have sole responstbility 11> carry out such studtes. The Corps should take the tnttl.the
to work with these Oepart.-.er.ts to Irrange lmediate study of other potenttally eligible stretches ~nder the Wild and Scentc Rivers Act.

>

~

'"

Without any guidance as to future recreation uses of these stretches
of river. It aay be premature to construct addit10nll irreversible,.
features such IS reregulatton.structures Ind extensive -hard w ,taMl"intion
structures. There Is 1 need to construct certain bank stabilization
features. but even those need to be better defined In terlllS of other longrange public uses of the Rlver~

7

The stretch of Missouri River from Garrison Dill to Gahe Reservoir
Is lOst crttlcally affected at this time. Various stabilization structures
are in place. under construction or Imminent. The proposed rer~gulatlon
structure would cut the length of the last roaat~tn9 free-flOWing Horth
Dakota Missouri River segment by 121. This stretch of rtver deserves
early consideration for Wild and Scenic River status.
We recocmend that no further hydroelectric structures be put In
place LIItO 1t Is detenAtned that such devices would be compatible with
possible recreatton rtver designation or else that the river segments
level have been considered by 001 .nd USDA under their Wild and Scenic
Rh'er Act Authorization. An!" futul"'l bank stabtltntion ICtivtties should
be developed for compatibility with potentl.l recre.tlon river designa·
tion.
from a planning perspective, the Umbrella Study did not seriously
consider navigation alternattves. Apparently the unprofltabtltty of
the present Missouri River operaUons Rntioned In our July 13, 1977
cOlmll!nts his no bearing on dechlons .about future or further navigation on

•

TIRe,er to res""".. 11.

)

' - ,-
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3
the Upper Missouri.

..

We recognize that Congress Intended the Corps to study

~

further navigation possibilities upriver of Sioux City. but It appears that

events hlve'overUken thts dec1ll"ation.

For one. tnterest by the States

of South Dakot. and Nebraska In protecting the Yankton - Sioux City reach
for recreation use Makes navigation channelization Incompatible. The logical question to Isk In such I planning effort Is whether overall uses of the
Missouri Rtver system .tght te better served thru I gradual phase out of
navigation. What Is re.lly needed 15 • critical and candid evaluation of
whether Missouri AlveI" navigation Is still I reasonable use to pursue.

8

Priorities for use on the river Ire obviously changing. 1M perhaps the
to recOIIIIend I IIIGre recent perspective to Congress.

Corps needs

Other lSpects of thts planning effort which Ire not adequate include
the hydroelectric proposals ar.d bank stabilization llleasures. They Irt
disc~ssed separately below.
3. Hydroelectrtc Facflittes and Power Needs
In our Ju1y 13 ODAIents. we tdentified the need for a dtscusston
un.ut the roll! envisaged for the Missouri Matn Stell Reservoir syst. in
the larger publtc-prhate *RCA power net. Al!!gh the U.relll Report
Rntions briefly the total power output ~f in stell dlJllS· YS the present
and projected power needs tn. the MARCA...t~
e full tl91icatiO{ls. of
the use of these dams 15 not IIIIIde ci,,,.
.

i~

The lIIin-steal duIs could 4 ' t t e d "'tdeally
two -.des - run with
untfona daily flow thru ~t~-tn a base-load mde or to teet peaking
capacHy needs by IAaxt~ fl~s durfng porttons of the day when potrIer
demands are greatest.
recognized that a hydroelectric facfltty ts .,re
flexible than a foss11- el electric stea. generation plant tn its ability
to provide peaking power.
There 15 a price paid for usfng the hydroelectric f.cniUes in the
peaking -ade, however. Generally, the plant factor is considerably reduced
over the situation Nhere these facUitfes were 't.,ed for base-load operation. In a sense, the cost-effectivene.S~i
- s~educed since aure purchased u.pactty ts used a lower percenta.
t1R~.
The IIIIfn-ste.. reservoir II'ttts 1A1I:~
used IIOre and lilA frequently
IS peal: dellind suppliers. In a . . .~ ~ts is a subsidy to those private
electric generitors who Cln use ~r b.1se-load flcilitles .ore efficiently.

:!~

The .ore critlcll
,ppelrs to be the strea. flow pattern effect
In going to pelking powe
the IIlfn-steil reservoirs. Were the relathel),
cons tint base-load flews ssed thru the dill turbines on. daU)' blSis,
the river shge fluctuations would be IItntNl. Only gradual changes In
flow oyer time frCII varl.ble upstre~ flows, reservoi, filling requlnlentl,

•

,

RE~SES
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It appean
that the decision to operate the Missouri River hydroelectric systellt In
the peaking power
th .. ililJlY' .... A>S·tll:lnany of the mitigating
features required 1 uelUattlPIS .. u" ft
Afan values. fish and

..nd downstream requirements would affect stage height.

!linlr

'J."

~11dl1fe effects,
perhaps streambank eroston Ire Influenced by these
datty river st.ge vartltions.

f1Ul

One alternattve to the proposed peaking power addittons (with Dr wtthout reregulat10n
i~'rn ,¥.~p1nes on • relatively
Ilrinlmal dally flow
ton
!t If'B Ilhe North Dakota freeflowing stretch.
be
a,DIlI e alternative to usine up
another sizeable portion of free·f1<*lng river with. rere\1uJ.t1on

structure.

It appears that the reregulation st",ctures used 1n the peaking
lOde could _1n1mfle the stage fluctuations on those downstrea. freeflOWing river stretches. The question needs to be asked whether the
""gina I bene Ii t of .j~<iJ'Pe.ltlra OlilCilfrHf _ specifiC ,i tel is
worth the ~struct1cf1 lliatart.-oa.
"'D~lng free-flowing river
riqt:ired for the reregu at1l2." facHUtes. This Is .. difficult envlronaental/ndfou) ecooOlllfc development choice to IIIolke. Such flilportant
choices for the future need to be cle.rly brought to 11ght. -

·:\1.

Your own report projects "the relatfve contribution of IIIltnsteil
parler to total HARCA power to drop frQQl the present l5S to about 5S by
1995 assuming no new additions on the malnste. syste.. However. there
are projections of I 5ignfffeant Increase In matnstea peaking power
priaarlly thru the use of pUlnpback storage hcil1ties like the one proposed for Grego'y Cfl!1ltA'ffft~I~. M¥"i'baseload generating
capacity IIlUst be Ie
the ~rtlP" ."... CPa1 or uranilll fuel
alternatives. It I only the question 0 what eltent the .ainstea systaa
c~n be used for further pump-back storage for peak Ing deIIIand fn the
future that is It Issue when looking at overall daaand. The hydropower
.dditlons .t ft. Peck and Garrison will contribute only ••inor ..a~t.

A summary of our bastc poSition on the proposed hydroelectric f.cil-

ties b

is

follows:

•• We bave no objection to

the Gregory County puaped storage facility
provided that pr~r·t19tJ*,~~~ ~ !)ken to .void entrainment
of fish In the f.... envltN...·NII.•lltL&ter quality cond1tlons
ire not degraded in lake francis e.se. At thts potnt tn ti.e. ~e
believe that th1s c.n reasonably be done.

b. We think a IOOratorium en the rer~lattonstNctures and added b,ydropower faCl1ittE-!li,.rrl h Dl ""
tl1 • better overall
comprebensive p
fir IDA~~.''''
flowing Htssourt River
bel"'" Garrison .. to lake Ow Cin be developed. TMs can best be
#

.

,

..
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done by encouraging USDI Ind USDA to evaluate this stretch under
their Wild and Scentc River Act authorities. Such a plan should
also provide '~gfn<ll\¥d>tbi
i!ftllgllhe river, In the event

.....

sesM'hrtUtt\t<ItIJIlilid. the alternatives of

that such wl1dlt

reduced, or no

p

)

n peaking

pow~r arrange~ents

should be evaluated.

c. We think that. similar evaluation should be done for the Ft.
Peck to lake S.kak.we. stretch. At least a .tnt .. 1 evalu.tlon-s~ould
be made to detenalne whether the proposed reregulation/peaktng power
,delHI on wouldlilde i',.'Br'fll4lM rOer "atus, In the event
It 15 decided
he." ~~~ "cilittes at ft. Peck.
We prefer I reo
ion 5 rutture which has the lease environMent.l
impact on paddleftsh habitat. IS deftned by the U.S. Fish and WIldl,fe
Service and the .~ntana ~p.rtment of Fish and G~.

fJefrPthlIllB"'I!: River Wild
In the study
and Scentc

d, Other streEf
should also be
de~Jb
River Act Author ies •

..

4.

I~

~r

the

lrel

StrurdJank Erosion Control Activities

Since certatn stre~ank erosion control 'ctlvltles are considered
In a separale final [IS, we will conftne our review to some gener.l potnts
Ibout the bank stabilization efforts.
EPA recognizes the severity of the prOblei of eroding .reas.
y.luable high bank forested arels and croplands cln be lost In I relatively
short period of tile. With the river now so controlled. there Is no
opportunity for creatton of new high banks on these stretches.

Your
onl,

~ts
f~

are noted.' The Corps will pursue .(qullftton of woodlandS
willing sellers.

At the same time. the knowledge that flooding will not occur on
these high bank are.s .akes the. more desirable for '.ralng. We did have
the opportunity to see stzeable areas of high bank forest being levelled
for faraland. If the recreation river Is to be successful and If wildlife
areas are to be protected. lOst of th~ remaining floodplain forest lUst
be lNintatned. We understand that part of the recreation rtver propose I
involves agreements with farmers to ~lntain strips of forest along the
riYer. we concur In this approach. The Corps should 1150 consider acqul·
sitton of these areas In s~e cases.

we are concerned that the proalsing b~t still experl~ntal progra.
for ·soft- bank stab11111tion techniques In the lrea below G.ylns Point
D.. -a1 be treated as an operational progra.. There are still I number
of unknowns as 'to the long-term success of these efforts. for exagple. In
the aClOunt of addt tional re-entry needed at stabl Hzatton" and the overall
.mount of stabilization that will be.needed to protect the·hlgh banks.

,

'.
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Ue do not question the mandate to install certain structures under
the Section 32 Streambank Degonstrat1on program. We think that I b~tter
definition 1$ ne~ded of the objectives And study methods to be used to
tn.lyze t~e effectiveness of these various bank stabilizatton techntques.
Such an evaluation should cul.tnate tn a report on the techniques, that
other agenctes could revfew.

~

0 10

Anoth.. r concern we have 15 whether structures such IS tt.at under construction It Hulberry Point are co.pattble with recreation.l rtver dast~
nat10n. We agree that the techniques we observed along the banks

RESPa~SlS

Section 32 requtres that. report be prepared and submitted to Congress on t~e
resul ts of the prograa. The report wt 11 Include the recomendat tons of theSecretary of the Army on means for the prevention .nd correction of streaF.~znk·
erosion. To meet this requirement. the Corps of Engineers has d~v~lo~e~ a co~
prehenshe monitoring and evaluation progra.. At tt.e en.1 of the denonstratfon
pertod. the District Engtneer w111 prepare a report sumonartzin9 the o'",crt 11
results of the demonstraUon work undertaken fn hh District; the report ,-,Ill
include Individual, stte spedfic periomance appendices. Also inclUded wt11 be
an appendix preplred by the U.S. fish Ind Wildl1fe Service (,..1 the fis ... and
wildlife i~acts and it wtll Include their recOMMendatfons for Any alttsaticn

needs.

were rehttvely unobtrushe and of .1n11ll1 111pact to the overall rtvertroe

environment.

we

are more concerned with those types ot structures placed

tn the rher channel that are expected to have an overall effect on flow
pattern5. and sediment depoSition. It seems that the,., is • gre.ter potenthl

fo,. envlro~ntal change of an Indeterminate kind with this type of st~c
ture. We recDDmend th.t those agencies conce,.ned with recreation river
evaluation be co~sulted IS to the comp.tlbility of these type of structures
with the proposed dtslgnltloo.

>

t.

'"

In th~ past the Corps ·of Engineers has assured these agencies that
these structures could be modified If the envlr~Rment.l effects .re .dverse.
EPA wiS recently InfoMPed .t • meeting on ~ansas River stabllizatton
actlvttles th.t no funding has been allotted for rep.lr of environment.l ~ages occasioned by bank ,tabtllzltion projects. We,would like .ssurances
from your agency that such funding would be available If environmental
effects were determined to be adverse. We .150 think th.t the crlterl.
ODd method for ev,lu.tlng these structures be more cle.rly defined.

I

These cOllllents Ire actUAlly no longer Ipplicable due to the fact that the
recreat~onal riYer btll did pass. All new stabilfzation work wfll be deSigned
11 constructed • .onltored •• nd .. fntafned tn Iccordance wtth Section 707 of
•
Public law 95-625. Also. all existing stabilization work will be .adifled.
if necess.ry. to OOIply wfth this leglslltlon,

It has .lso caue to our .ttentton that. proposal put before Congress
to design.te the Gavlns Point to Ponca Park reach as • Nattonal Recre.tlon
kiver also Includes site specific bank stabilization authorizations.
following the recreational river authorization. one-year study wIll be
~de on the structures to be used.

1t is our understanding from discussions with Corps staff that the
Section 32 de~nstration structures will rocced during the one year
study period. We suggest that Section-lZ .ct v ties be held in .bey.nce
during the study period. Should the recreational river bill not pass,
a more detailed evaluation of the Section 32 program 15 needed. The progra~ appears to be • full fledged stabilization progr.. utilizing ·soft
structural techniques,·
Finally. as we have already mentioned, we are concerned thlt extensive
bank stablltzation efforts on other reaches of the free-fla~tng Mtssoort
Kiver may prejudice their possibilities for future recreational rtver Itatus.
Ye would like a better evaluation of the type of structures In' placl,
under construction or proposed for co_nstruction 00 these reaches.
Such structures should be evaluated with future recreattonll uses of the
~
rher In alnd. •

121
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Refer to response
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5. Other Caaments
to

Water Qualtty

Deslgn.tton of the Missouri River below Gavins Potnt IS I "atlon.l
Recreation River under the Wild Ind Scentc Rivers Act could prove beneftct.1 for WAter qualtty if the States of South Dakot. and Nebraska
designate the reich IS -OUtstanding Kittonal Resource Waters- In their
respective wlter quality standards.

This would (0IIIII1t the stites to

11lnt.lnlng the quality of the w.ter (no adverse changes). long-terM
consequences of Increlsed irrigation In the upper bastn do suggest. at
I minimum. that dissolved solids below Sioux City will tncre.se by about
SO·loo percent IS ultimate irrigation depletions Ire Ittatned. A more
detailed analysts of nonpotnt irrlg.tlon return flows aftectlng both wlter
qualtty In the recreattona. reich below Gavlns Point Dim and public water
supply bel(lol the recreation.l reach wnl be needed in the future.

13

b. [conalic Analysis
We have h.d some tro\A)le understtnd1ng the tethod of econOlAtc
evaluation of the benefits/costs for hydroelectric additions ~sed in this
report. The method used here of assessing benefits to these structures
involves .ssigntng the private capit.l cost of development. The costs of
the project In turn are bas~d on government·tlnanced Pl)'lnent rates. It
appears that the B/C rates largely reflects the difference In the private
YS public InvestmentftlH0t . . . . ltlC!fc:emt the value of the pro-posed project. Unde
an MLI"tW
• that Iny govermentfinanCed con~tructio WOUld have a fayo~Gb e B/C ratio. We note that
even the federal Power Commission had reservations .bout this approach
(Appendix 3. pageS). We would appreciate a clearer explanation why this
~thod was used. It would appear more realistic to evaluate projects
benefits In te ...s of the actual power benefits produced YS. costs to a private'
developer.

•
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United States Department of the Interior
OFfiCE OF -,tl£ SECIlETARY
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2OHO

OJ.. °

PEP ER-181372

Lieutenant General J. W. Harris

Chief of Enaineera

Department of the Army
Washinlton. D. c. 2D31q
Dear General Harris:
Thank you for the letter of April 25, 1918. requesting our
views and comments on a proposed report and draft environmental statement tor work on the Hlasour! River. South Dakota,
Nebraska. North Dakota and Hontana. The Department has
completed its review of these docuaents and wishes to provide
&om~ ~reliminary observations followed by our comaenta on
your proposed report and draft environmental .tat ...nt.

Section 32 of the Water Resources Development Act ot- 197q
authorized the Corps of E'Jaineera to establish a National'streambank erosion control deaonstration program. The
purpose of this lesislation was to:

>

t...
CD

1) evaluate the extent at atreaabAnk erosion on navilable
rivers and their tributaries,

2) develop new aethods and techniques for streambank protection. research on S9il stability and the id.ntification
of the causes of this erosion;
3) provide a report to the Congress on the results of the
demcnstration program studies and the recommendations of
the Secretary of the Army on the methods to use in preventing and correcting streaabank erosion. and
~) undert4ke streambank erosion control demonstration
projects in connection with this study effort.

As part of the National program authorized by this 197~ Act
the Corps was authorized to construct demonstration projects
in the Missouri River between Fort Randall, South Dakota and
Sio~ City, Iowa and between Garrison and Oah. »"8,
The

I
1

•
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purpose of the demonstration program was to develop and test
new methods and techniques for streambank erosion control on
the Hissouri River. The Co~ps selected 15 sites for this
demonstration program en tha Missouri River, and in 1916 ~he
Act was amended to add- 20 additional aites. Three other .itea
were designated by Congress in the 1978 appropriations bill.
The report 01 the District Engineer for the Missouri River
recomeended the study of 29 additional .ites.

'1-,

A demonstration progr•• having 67 sites planned for construe··
ticn appears to be a major .treambank erosion control prograa,
yet the legislative thrust was to develop new aethods and
techniques for atreambank erosion. While we have no objection
to developing improved solutions for auch work. we do express
concerh as to the size of the procr.. now oontemplated and bow
this program will remain consistent with the spirit and intent
of the authorizing leaislation. We aSSUMe that prograa Laplementation will be pb4sed 80 that the knowledge gained in each
phas~ can be used in the_successive pbases.
Further. this alBO
ioplies that pre and poat construction evaluations would be
necessary. We would appreciate some clarification Qn this
point, since the work c~n have a significant i.pact on ~~r
progra~ areas of interest.
.

1

On April 25, 1978, your office requested our views and oomments
on a report and revised draft environmental atate.ent for the .
Missouri River water resource development plan which is being •
recommended to Congress for phase I planning. The work being
proposed for further planning includes increased power generation at two main stem reservoirs, a new pumped storage power
project, streambank erosion control measures, building fish
rearinc ponds and designating a part of the Missouri River as
an addition to the National Recreation River system. While this
review was underway, your office determined that 6treambapk
erosion control on the Hissouri River was already authorized by
Congress. Since further authorization was deemed unnecessary,
the Corps of Engineers prepared and filed a final environmental
statement for streambank erosion control for the Missouri River
on June 16, 1978. A
Notice of August 1, 1978
extended the review
30. 1978.

We rea11ze that the lan~uaqe of the Act talked of a d~"stratfon ~~ra~.
The Depirtment of the Intertor should real1ze by ROW. however. that COlleress'
appropriations and Amendments to the Act have 1ncreased the oriainal sc~pe
beyond that of I sfmple demonstratfon. The knowledge qained in t~e continual
1 monitortnq and evaluat10n progr... outlined fn Appeftdix 8 of the Streanbank Erosion
Control Final Envtronmental State.ent. is being utilized fn the conttnutng
de.onstrltfon prograM.

i

I

The Corps of Engfneers received infonnal cc.ncurrence frClr.'l CEQ on tne r,anner fn
whtch the Strelmbank Eroston Control Final Envtronmental Stltement was filed
The R~v1sed DEIS WIS ftled 5 Hay 1918. The Strelcblnk Eroston Control final·
:2 Environmental Statement WIS ftled 31 July 1978. This tine lapse eKceeds the
IIIndatory .tnt.... reView period of 45 days.

We must challenge the procedure employed by the Corps of
Engineers. linee this erosion control prograa haa not been tully
coo~iQated with this Department to assess the prograa'8 effecf
on our programs and missionsl and seek mitigation· where it is'
dee.ed necessary. Further, Isuance of • final environmental

•

,
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statement before the review period for the draft atatement i8
completed falls to provide any opportunity for input into tb_
final trom those who may havB jurisdiction and/or special
experti.e. This doe. not appear to b. consistent with .ither
the spirit or intent o~ NEPA.

.,..,

2

In light of the toregoing circumstances, this Department would
like an assurance that we be given full opportunity to revi~w
the pre and post construction studies and that full consideration would be given to any subsequent recommendations we would
make for design modification and lor .itigation to protect our
program areas of interest. W. further request that our interested
field offices be given the opportunity to participate in the
planning effort in any other river basin where atrea.bank erosion
control studies are undertaken under the 197~ Act authority. For
the streambank erosion control planned for the Hiasouri Basin,
we also recommend that suitable laneuage be set forth in your
report that would authorize .{ti,ation measurel, should Bubsequent
stud:' show it to be warr!nted.

3

3/

Rec(IIIII(!nd&tions for any lIitigation needs cln be made I put of the report to
be prepared and submitted to Congress on the results of the progna, Io:e usure
yOu U>ot yOur &90""1 will be glv•• Ulls _rtu.lty.

Chief of Engineers' Report
General Comments
The following summary of the Department'. comments corresponds
to the six recoaaendations .ade by General Read in the Review '
Report for Water Resources Development (p. 109). Specific co.~
~ents concerning this report and the Technical Report (Vol. 2)
on which it is based are in a subsequent section.
1. Addition of 185 mw of hydro-power at Fort Peck with a reregulation dam eight ailes downstream - Th~ Department oppase6
the hydro-power facilities as presently planned. The operation.
at Fort Peck will, through inundation, seriously de&r.de the
aquatic and terrestrial habitat in the project area. In a
January l~,
~rfr.w~~,~ur Fish and Wildlife
Service (FWS) pro
Ie
~~igned to aitigate the
impact of these f
tie.
ne u ~ were recomaendations that
the Corps construct the reregulation daa three .ilea upstream
from the designated aite (which would preserve 3 ailel of aquatic
habitat and 30 acres of terrestrial habitat), that there be a
guaranteed ainimum instantaneous flow of 3000 ct. and that public
access to the tailrace fishery be provided.
.

1977'11£" ra

e i t lcom~'fCfltiRt been .incorporated
Unfontunately. t :
into the revised
t
believa 10.. co.pena.tion Masures
i
nal plan. Acc:ordinlly,

.

.

,
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we continue to oppose expansion at Fort Peck without appropriate co.pansation to the fish And wildlife resource base.

2. Addition of 272 .w of hydro-power at Garrison na. with.
reregulation daa 10 .i~es downstream - The proposed additional
hydro-power At Garrison Dea will haYe a .ajor impact on the
downstream fishery. The "pike hole" area and the tailrace
fishery, two of the aoat popular fishins areas in North Dakota.
would b. destroyelftlEi'm!tiI~':a1rlD through innundation
of the 10 ailea b
t
~ . . . . . and G~rri8on Dam
&5 well as diacha
f co er waters fro. the upstream Garrison
Dam. Lastly, about 200 acres of high quality bottomland hardwood habitat will be eliainated by the reregulatlon reservoir
(approximately one third of the existing habitat).
These losses of fish and wildlife resources along with their
associated h~bitat cannot be replaced. Therefore, the Depart-ant
DlUS-: ,:,ppose the proposed ..plan to expand hydro-power facilities
at Garrison Dam. As an alternative to this plan, and also the
reregulation dam .t Fort peck~E~E serious consideration
of off.tream PWIlPllnrraAn
ive is lDOJ'e preferable
to the proposed ..... I allele i
inate the need;.for the
reregulation dams. This;.in turn, would allow preservation of
the fisheries discussed above as well as the- bottomland hardwood
habitat which we believe is quite valuable.

>

r\,

....

Also. our Heritage Recreation And Conservation Service (HeRS) ,
believes that the additional hydro-power units proposed for
Fort Peck Dam and GarriSi U t i ihaE~
I
significant effect
on recreational
It
S 0 locations approximately 8 and 10
I do rt
vely. A total 108. of
all recreational activities will occur in these open reaches of
the Hissouri River. This loss will be quite significant since
these areas presently support heavy recreation use.

HtI'hi

HeRS gcea on to say that the .itigation relative to the present
plan is not sufficient. A . . p should be included showing what
facilities will kII~ a~trtIF8t~ be replaced, along
with schedules w~lnd~qr.u " " ~ will be nec.ssary
for redevelopment to take place. it seems readily apparent that
such recreation concerns could also be remedied through eaploy.ent of pumped storale facilities.
Although rws proposed the pu.ped storale alternative in an
Aprir'21. 1971, letter to the Corps, the co_ent-re5ponse portio.n

•
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of the revised DES indicates that the Corps has not yet
addressed this issue. Owing t~!ial beneficial aspecta
of pumped stora&~",~pp~1I1l
lation dams. we believe the Corps ....
V8 full consideration
in the final plan.
.

* ,,.....ih

3. Construction of 1180 mw of pumped storage at Gr~gory
County, South Dakota. - This appears fully acceptable provided
filth
d.~ ar
~&Sipat.or&
are used.
in the afterbay
f the revised DES
indicatea the Co
as
a ai,nificant
problem. Although we disagree. this discussion is more appropriate in the general comments on the revised DES (please see

screening

onifrt!IClI

p. 12).
~.
Construction of bank stabilization at 30 areas of active
erosion between Fort Peck Dam and Ponca. Nebraska. - This topic
ha~ ~lr8ady been addressed in the introductory reaarks of this
letter. Accordingly, we do not believe it neoe.sary to repeat
that portion of the letter again.

5. Construction of fish. rearing ponds and shorelines plant in,
at Lake Oahe and Lake Francis Case. - Both rws and the South
Dakota Department of Wildlife, Parks and Forestry bave criticallY
examined the remr-edm;l' 1t~~'i.ePt and do not believe
efforts should
ert
'to reestablish a trophy
northern pike fi
th'
i g in Gahe Reservoir end
Lake Francis Case. Consequently, construction of fish rearin,
porlds and shoreline plantinis at both these sites should be reconsidered.

The Corpsl proposal fails to consider the low productivity in
the reservoirs, the lack of suitable habitat for northern pike,
.nd the low levels of forage fish abundance. Introducing
northern pike could have an adverse effect on the established
and self-sustaining walleye population since the two species
would have to share a limited forage base. Instead, the Department recoQmends that efforts be directed toward establish in,
littoral v~getati4d"~~s 14I",~~!e r~servoirs for a
correspond~ng inc~.~nJlte,If~
Th~s can be accomplished by constructing subiapoundments or excavating ponds in
fayorable locations, coupled with reestablishment of littoral
vegetation wherever suitable conditions exist in each re8ervoi~.
If an adequate forage base is established, it aay then be advisa51e to consider the introduction of another lat,e predator
5uch as the northern pike.

,
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In terms of .anagement priorities, habitat maintenance within
the reservoirs by providing suitable pool levels for spawning.
and improvement tetltrn'S~¥."f1illt~ifhment of littoral
vegetation should
ini
B
vlt an extenaive
stock ins prograa.
tat
m1t$
e Quantity and quality
of fishing that any proposed stocking can provide.

6. Designation at the reach fro. Gavins Point Dam to Ponca
State Park, Nebraska as a National Recreation River under
P.L. 90-542. - Inclusion of this segment in the National Wild
and Scenic Rivers System will preserve the free-flowing characteristic of the river, and provide future generations with an
opportunity to enjoy the values 4s80ciated with the Hiasouri
in this reach of the river.

...

4

I

Acknowledged.

SpecifiC Comments

0,.'.

!ey'i~w_R~~r! £0£ ~a!e~ !e!o~r£e! ~ye!o2m~n! iV~1~

!)

Page 12. Economics - The first paragraph reads, WIn the
absence of employment opportunities. the resident population ia
gressured to become mObile
st sentence re.ada,
• • • can be attl'lDTd t
~IS-2lity of the labor
force.- These &taRU!lts~
her and appear to
be leneralizations. A similar statement in Appendix I, page
B-29. paragraph 616. is Dlade:

1.

tit

.. ,__

2. Page ~2f Navis.tion - A statement should be -ada that the
railways Wl I have the capacity to transport all of the coal
expected to be tratI"P'dM@"t~BI ~f railways are not
expected to transp
11
t II ~enefita could be
grossly underestim ed. T 15 tOplC deserves discussion.
3. Page 42, Transportation of Coal - This section discusses
alternate coal transportatloD costs by rail, and rail and barge.
e=phasizing the cheaper cost of barge transportation and need
for navigation waters. The re!rt do
P0l!diSCUS8 other alternatives. such a~atry"" IrlWt
ana, Wyoaing, and
Ilorth Dakota. or t."Ji>po.... ~
lants in Mercer,
McLean, and Oliver Counties, North Dakota. Both of these alternatives would alter water diversion And consumption. and
reduce the need for rail or barge transport4tion.
'.
II. fia es II'" llnd lIS Economic Anal sis ·for t:xtendin- 'the Jfaviration rOJect
R i n 16
,ut
percent
ot proJect costs.
i
t
h and should be
'.
explained in the
a iy •
rep: nation ahould be
•
given in App~ndix 1, pases D-30-3l.

its

-llfst

a
;..

c.,

,
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S. Pa§e 56'- Gregory County should be followed with ·South
Dakota the first time it is menti~n
~ ~re&ory County by

itself has little aienitieance '~I
.
~.y\.\

,,,,-dera. unlike Garrison

'"
6. Pa2e 91 - Th~\fl:le ~sented is incorrect and should be
corrected so it ~:pond. to the values listed in Appendix 1,

and Fort peck Dams.

table F-29.
~fendix_l~

1.

Ie£hni£a! !efo£t_(yo!,_I!)

Page B-21. paragraph 51 - A statement

ra1iroaaS.~~ha1jV~.~~t~h~.~~~~~~i;~i'~~'~

to
transport
plainlng
that the
the expected increased
is the assumption that
to
the navigable route of the

made exsince
thia
capacity

of ineru.ina

~'i.:~::::~~~~~~~~~~~~~!:;;I~:~;.~.:~.:~ntence not correct.
on the
lived, however.

are different
froD
is
factors relating to ,ustiflue,tuatud drautically in
cause of the negative effect
projects. This could be short-

3. Paeoc C-28. paragraph 71 - This paragraph states "Reductiop,
in lake surface at Fort Peck, Lake Sakakawea, Lake Oahe, and Lake
Frances Cas~ should have little overall effect on public recreation opportunities" and "there should be little overall loss of
public use." We do not believe these statements accurately reflect the impacts at Lake oahee litASi
C
!EPper end of the 1ak'
wo~ld move approxlOfy ~~
marek, North Dakota.
leaving General S
Pallia'
n and Fort Rice Public
Use Areas at some distance from the reservoir. We also believe
that more information should be provided on the feasibility of
and needs associated with retaining the above recreation areas.
developing replacement facilities on the shortened reservoir.
and extending existing boat ramps and swimming beaches.
_. Page C-6ij, table 5 - The second area of concern is erosion
of the r~ver bank. Table C-5 shows the site to be located in
the most rapidly eroding section of the open river between Fort
Peck Dam and Garrison Reservoir. While not a threat to the for%
site-Or park facilities. the bank erosion may adversely affect
the proposed acenie protec~ion zone alone the Bouth ~iver bank.

5

,

)
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5. Pages D-33 through D-38 - Waterlogging in the Buford-Trenton
area ~s of concern to tor~ Union Trading Post National Historic
Site since many of the proposed facilities will be located in
low-lyinl areas adjacent to ~he floodplain. Several questions
regarding waterlogging, in t~is area seem to have been left unanswered. The report states that additional studies were .ade
to determine how ~"a~~:t"~1Id and how Boon the
land would be nee

tut ~~twl~ statement lists

waterloggina under
unctions not·proposed w saying that either
Federal responsibility is not established or the authority to
Act already exists. If this is the case, what Action is being
taken regarding the waterlogg!n, problea? Are additional studies
being conducted, and it so, when will the information be available?
6. Page 0-91, par-BraCh 200 - The"followinc sentence should be
added ~o th15 paragrap :
"These structures will be evaluated by a task force composed of
representatives of the Corps of Engineers. Heritase Conservation
.oj Recreation Service.4rish and Wildlife Service. the States of
Nebraska and South Dakota. and the Missouri River Bank Stabilization Association. M

Sections VII and XI of the GP4 betng circulAted "fth thts FEIS addreSS your
concerns regardtng a task force evaluation of strea~nk erosion contr-ol
leasureS to be used In the Mlssourf Kittonal Recreational River corridor.

7. Page E-13~, paragraph"27~ - We suggest that the aelected
plan make a B~ronger COmffiltment to the removal of the car bodies
and rubble placed along the river banks. Specifically, the
Corps of Engineers should initiate action to remove all temporary
bank stabilization structures, including car bodies and rubble,
and establish erosion control measures tbat are coapatible with
National River designation. The costs related to the re.aval of
these temporary structures should be inclUded in F-~7.

Your concems regarding the ....".1 of e.tstin, tlkOlflPltible erosion
control .easures in the recre.tfoaal rtver corridor are Iddressed In Sect ton
VII of the GlIt befnq circulated with this FEIS.

:',,"

8. Page r-~8, parasraph 26 - The definition of • recreation uay
is inconSlstent with the Principle and Standards. A aingle unit
~alue ~ill be assigned per recreation day reg~rdle •• of whether
the user engages in one activity Or several.

81110ted and concur.

!. Pafe r-~8~ ~raeraih 27 - The values per recreation activity
1n tab e
s au d e lsted as "values per day· a. shown in the
P'S. These values should be indexed to present levels.

ao

Revised Draft Environmental Statement
General Comments

".

The COrps' interFretation of Section 32 of the W.ter Resources
Development Act of 197., .8 ••ended, has already been discussed

•

,
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in the introductory remarks of this letter. Accordingly, we
will attempt to avoid being repetitious, although we firmly
believe this issue should b~ openly resolved to the sAtisfaction
of all concerned. In this section comments relative to the
streambank erosion conirol prograa will be of a more substantive
nature. In addition, we will not discuss at grearlength topics
that received substantial attention in the prior comments on the
Chiefls Report. We believe it is reasonable to expect that the
Corps' consideration of our comm~nt6 on that report, and any
changes resulting therefrom, will also be reflected in the
environmental statement. Areas of particular concern in this
respect include the placement of the Ft. Peck reregulation daa
as well as pumped storage as an alternative to both Ft. Peck
and Garrison Dams. We believe the revised DES should also
address our previous comments on the aquatic and terrefltrial
habitat downstream from Garrison Dam, and the introduction of
northern pike to Lake Francis Case and Oahe Reservoir.
1. Endangered Species ~ the
of the Missouri River for nestin,••
45 a migratory route.
On Harch
under
authorities
contained
the i~~i~~~~~~;!
1973, listed the bald eagle in
(Haliaetu8
dangered in the conterminous _8 States
where the species was listed as threatened
in the project area). Accordingly, the Department
consultation pursuant to Section 7 of the Act is necessary.
further, a ~iolo&ica1 opinion is required before there is an
irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources which would
preclude consideration of modifications or alternatives to protect this species. This inforaation should also be reflected c.
page 11-11, paragraph 2.29 of the environmental .tatement.
In addi~ion, the Whooping Crane Recovery Team haa recommended
the area "fro» about Audubon National Wildlife Refuge, !n
McLean County, south along the Missouri River to the junction of
the south boundary of Morton County and the Missouri River M be
considered for cri~ical habitat designa~ion. The above described
area includes thefl!~url'"1tr~~l4l4 "rrison Dam and Lake
Oahe. Since proj
lin
"1i~.I8ct whooping cranes and
their habitat, rw requested the Corps to initiate Section 7 consultation for this species also. These requests were forwarded
to Colonel James Ray. District Ensineer in Oaaha on July 18. lSi ••
2. S'tToambank Erosion Control Prosram - The Department believ'e •.
our most effec~ivc comment on t~e .rosion control prograa i .

•

9

Consult1Uon pursuut to SecUon 7 of the Endingered Spedes Act has been
CQlpleted. Exhlbtt 1 conti Ins the biological opinion of the fish Ind wtldlif.
Servtce. The use of the project .ru IS • wintertnq ground by thl endangered
bald ugl. is dIscussed 1ft the (EIS In par.graph 4.14.

)
'.
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sitlply to relterate the inter 1. Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act report which was sent to the Corps on Hay 26. 1978. This
best represents our primary.concerns on this portion of the revised

DES.

On the Hissouri, actions which reduce channel widths, eliainate
oxbows, reduce bank COver or streamside canopy. eliminate well~
developed island habitat. result in the loss of terrestrial
riparian habitat. or otherwise reduce habitat diversity will
result in losses of fiah and wildlife and associated environ-

lDental values.

Riverine habitats such .a those in the project area have baeo••
and are becoming increasingly Bcarce in .uch of the West and in
many other parts of the Nation. As. result, those reaaininl
have a high value and are beco.dng increasingly valuable.
to solve bank e~sion probleas have the potential ~or
preserving these habitats. However. they .1so have the potential
for destroying or significantly da.aging the_ if carried to
extremes or carried out without .ensitivity to environmental
values. Measures can be. taken to prevent or reduce 10s6'ell or
preserve and restore these environments.

I

Ac~i?ns

i
I

io
I

I

High value riparian terrestrial habitats can be protected in
some instances by installing appropriate erosion control davle,s
in specified locations. However this action itself can precipitate land clearing when carrIed out to protect private land.
Therefore, it must be followed up by acquisition in fee or easement to place these babi~ats in public ownership.

Your concerns Ire noted. The ~h. District supports the concept of land use
preserv.tion .long the project river relches. However, clearing along these
retches fn recent ye.rs h.s occurred .l.ast totally fn the absence of erosion
10 control ~Sures. Acqufsition of erodfng l.nds 1s In Ilternattve to er~sion
control relattve to cost only. It is not In .lternattve solutton to t~e erosfon
probl""s.

I

In-other instances, no action at all, or acquisition of adjacent
eroding lands, may be the least-cost alternative to solving a
bank erosion problem while at the sa•• time .aintaining the existing riverine ecosystem. Such action would not only .aintain
the diversity of terrestrial habitat adjacent to the river, but
~ould preserve aquatic habitats as well.
This or another nonstructural alternative could eaerge as the beat solution as &
result of studies of the causes of erosion.

~l

In the reach below Garrison naa. the existing. rather .assive
structure . . . y be modified to restore habitat. Other aethoda
for improvin& habitat may e.erce &s a result of further Btudy.-.

!

We reeolnize that aome .t~cture8 will b. nec •• sary~ However,
wherever structures are built, ~hey should be of tb. -solt·

'1

The o..hI Dtstrfct has .ade extensive efforts to

t~rove coordtnatto~ of all

11 eroston control projects on the Missourt River reich downstream of Garrison.
Significant structure .edifications to reduce adverse envtro~ntal and
.esthetic effects haYe resulted fro- these efforts.

•

,

"
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type--l1o more than necessary to chec): erosion--and installed
with due regard to potentials for changing instre&m hydraulic.
which could affect aquatic environmental valuel. They should
not reduce channel widths, nor aliminato oxbows, nor should
they induce erosion .t:ne~ locations that will require additional
structures.
Proper maintenance that will allow the reestablishment ,of native
vegetation on structures will not only provide wildlife and
fishery habitat but will meet aesthetic criteria as well. Th•••
potentials can be developed by incorporating these fiah and

2

12

wildlife environmental cor.cerns into the study and pl.nnin,
process.

We recommend that before proceeding with extensive bank stabilization on the Missouri River the Corps ensure:

>

,t,
0>

b. Studies undertaken to evaluate the physical Con6equ~~'ces of
installing bank erosion control structures not be limited simply
to determining the effectiveness of specific structures in
checking erosion but that they also include their effects on . '..
river hydraulics. including determining to what extent the structures affect flow velocities Bnd directions; their impact on
stream cross-sections, especially degradation; the potential for
initiatin, erosion at new locations; and their iapact on river
aesthetics, and
'

I
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I

Such .itigation"plans assure that aquatic habitats and te~
wildlife habitats on the high banks will be preserved
and not cleared for a,ricultura1 purpose. once tbe:banka &re
stabilized.
e.

res~ial

•

5

(1) Thf! eros ton problems downstream froM the d.ms ts a Federal resronsltt11tv
.nd the enormous region.l and n.tton.l b~neffts fron the reservoir systPM are
provfded at the expense of the few downstrea. interests.
(2) Solutions or alternatives leading to further loss of now scarce ':tssour'i
River bottoml.nd .re opposed both by loc.l restdents and MOst State and 10c.l
Goverrwnent interests.

(]) Any .ttempts to control or It.it the r1ghts and activities of
local tnterests Ir. strongly opposed.

t~e

The physical consequences of fnstalling erosion control structures art carefully
considered during planning Ind design, Ind are thorou~hly monItored ,fter
construcfton. This has been done regularly on Omaha Otstrict erosion control
projects. long before the Section ]2 program was authorized. Monitoring and
evaluation of esthetic and environmental values. including f1sh .nd wildlffe
values, his been fnittated on all erosion control proJ~ts stnce th, a~thortzatto~
of the Section ]2 Demonstration Progr~.

c. Concurrent studies be carried out to deteraine definitively
the impacts on fish and wildlife and the environaent and aeasurea
for preventin& l~sses and iaproving habitat.
d. Iach site selected for demonstration purposes be treated
individually and that an adequate .it1gation plan be developed
for each site, as is done with other water projects, pursuant to
the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, 16 U.S.C. 661i .t seq.,
and

I

The Ilternatives to eros ton problems on the Hfssour1 River reaches ~a\'E" ~·~en
dfscussed numerous times. liter.lly dozens of pu~11c fOI"~s have teen 'Q~rJ=tej
stnce 1971 on thts toptc •. The results of these forums and the ore.t ~~1or1t!
of correspondence recefved concerning the eros ton problens provtde an ov~rwhelrt~~
expression hy those befng adversely affected by eros ton that:

I

a. Land Bnd water management alternatives be developed for each. ~3','
or thu~ planning units which tully consider enviroruaental concerns, as prescribed by the Water Resources Council's Principles
and Standards.

The .ctions .nd conlider.tons .ddressed 1ft these pira9r.pt.~ Ire now an Integl".l
PArt of the eros ton control dellOnstr.tion project pllnning .nd design.

l5

I

Your concerns are .ddressed fn paragraphs 4.01 .nd 4.25 in the Streanbank Erosion
Control Final EnvtrollllN!nlll Stat. .nt.

I
'.
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We believ." the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act provides the
Corps with sufficient authority to prevent or mitigate 1088e&
associated with construction at demonstration sites without
additional Congressional authorization, including authority to
acquire land or interests in land sufficient to preserve high
bank habitats. However. it the Corps of EDeineera believes
it needs additional, explicit authority to implement theee
a.asure., we recommend that the Corps seek Buch approval.

15

3. Entrainment and Impinae ..nt - In response to an FWS comment
concerning entrainment and impingement at the Gregory County
pumped storage project. the Corps stated that research results
at Huddy Run concluded that there was "no significant fish
population reduction as a result of project operation. The
DepartMent does not think this potential impact should be
dismissed &0 li8N!!: TtnY.'IPcflbl &cognitioR that .artality
of aquatic biota
to fttrf"iWC.'f\O '-pingeJaent at power plant
i~takes produces su st4ntial impacts on riverine and lacustrine
ecosystems. The results at Huddy Run are encouraginl, but by no
means conclusive, and .areover, aay well have some site-specific
factors contributing to the outcome. For example, the 8eneratin,
capacity at Huddy Run i& 880 mw compared to the 1,180 .v-planned
at Gregory County.
.

t

\()

Consequently, iffiev._,,~ 'fp~l~fWncerns should be
addressed by t
ps "T:r[RlJIIJE~ed design phase of tbli·
project:
"
1. Accurate delineation of ~ve.ent pattern. of the critical
fishery resource throug~ the zone of witdrawal.
2. Description of the physical and biololical phenoMena that
aay increase the vulnerability of a :i~cie8 to iapingeaent such
as teaperature, currents, behavior. ~.

~~'S;e~;water

3. Evidence that fish returnf..
body will survive,
grow, and reproduce succeslfl~1rf fish bypass systeMs are
utilized.
~~~

~.

o~n~er&

Estimation
and .iaes of impinged epecies in
relation to the
'ty of water passing throu,h the plant,
intake current v
cities, &ea&on, water teaperatures, illuainatioR, and other environmental conditions.
.
5. EStiaation of the porulation of apingeabl• •t~ks of aquati,c
orlanialls.

•

,
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Hore detailed·analyses of alternate intakes that will reduce
entrainment and impingement are found in the Atomic Industrial
Forua Sourcebook on COOlinkvater IntakeL~attelle, 1975) and
the U. S. EnvironmlJlt1rPr ~P.t~Mil"· Coolina Water Intake
Development DocumeJl"lGui £i
:I~
s related to powarplant intake velocl.ty Impact. on aquatic resources &"8 presented
in the U. S. Er.vironmental Protection A,ency'. 316(b) Technical
Guidance Kanual.
Recreation and Cultural Resources - The assessment ot
impacts on recreation resources is aenerally adequate. However,
the final statement Ehould r~colniz. that the proposed Lewis And
Clark National Historic Trail parallels the Hissouri River
throughout the length of the study corridor. This trail has
heen propos~d for inclusion in the National Trails System. and
a bill. s. 266~, has been introduced into the Senate to accomplish
this. At this time. there are no statutory restrictions for
protection of the trail c~rridor. However, we urge that the
project: be accomplished in a manner which ainimiu8 adverse via'.!al
iDipacts and preserves historic and Icenic values in the trail
corridor. Any such impacts which will be unavoidable should be
described in the final &t~tement.
,10.
~.

:.-

I
W

o

The lewts and Clark "atton.l Histortc Tratl WIS Made I reality under Public law
95 ..625 on 10 November 19711. Your concerns are addressed in Section IV of tt:e G~~~

that Is beIng clrcullted wIth thIs fEIS.

Impacts upon cultural resources have not been adequately assessed.
This stems from a lack of data concerning the numbers and kind.
of resources within the proposed project areas. For purposes of
current planning. little reliance can be placed on the limited
appraisals of reservoir areas perforllled 60me years ago by 'the'
River Basin Surveys of the Smithsonian Institution. These appraisals were neither com~r~hensive, nor were they designed to
meet the needs of lesislative compliance.
A data inventory is needed for confident decisionmaking. In
order to best use the public funds expended for mitigation. the
inventory (or its components) needs to be assesBed by the criteria of the National Register of Historic Places, and by the
unavoidahle adverse impacts of the project. Conse9uently. the
detrimental effects of additional hydropower facil1ties. bank
stabilization, and construction of fish-rearing ponds are not
adequately addre'ssed in Section IV. We note that specific project areas have been selectad. but that the cultural contents of .
these areas are not presented. Without the requisite data,
_
credible decisions cannot be made regarding detrimental effect ••
Also~.no information is provided on the effects of bar,in, and
dredgin& operations where .~ch aay be used.
'
'

7

This FEIS. the GOM. and the Streambank Erosion Control Final Envirolr..ental
StateMent adequately address these concerns.

.

•

,

r---~
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5. National Historic Sites - The statement is very much in
need of good location aaps for the project sites, particularly
for the reregulation da~ proposed at Garrison. Although the
IDap on pal. 1-19 is obviously not designed to illustl'ate IIWch

a...

beyond the various levels of

in~,.

it to asuss impa1Ol!It ttl
dentally, Section
~ on flW&.r

are forced to use

a1 resources. Inci ..
'
les the drawing in
Figure 8 (page 1-18). as the "reregulation structure and the
attendant reservoir." Figure 8 i . actually the existing Garrison
Dam and the National Fish Hatchery. This reference should be
to Figure 9 and & subsequent reference to Figure 9 should
actually be Figure 10.

Host of the projeot are. 11e. within one-halt aile of the northeast corner of Knife RiVer Indian Villages National Historic
Site. Consequently, the structure would be highly visible fro.
within the park and represents a aerious intrusion upon the
historic scene 80 t.portant to the integrity of the park. In
adUtion, the ne.tr.~·.!t:aJ~ to the west banJc
crosses the nort
. fOr
.
River Villagee near
the Big Hidatsa
• Ice s
se
is road for construction and recreation purp~ses would create a traffic impa9~ in
this area that would result in safety considerations as well ·a.
concern for aesthetic and archeological resources in the north
portion of the park.

dlr-

Although the present plan does not call for a public road acees.
aer-oss the reregutnt,
Mli~tY exists. SOllie
benefit would ace
w b
t f the Missouri River
who travel to the
Cr
0
Underwood. This
.
would funnel large volu~es of noorecreation traffic through the
park further compounding the impact.
We are particularly cuncerned About two other erea.. First,
fluctuations in downstrea. river stages will be reduced compared
.to existing fluctuations according to the proposal. Does this
relate to daily al)~ex~~"~IHa~~8 or existing authorized fluctuatio,cc~~
~ILO, the fluctuation at
the mouth of the n1 e River wil
e ~ feet. This will cause a
corresponding daily fluctuation at the aouth of the Knife River
resulting in erosion and some aesthetic impacts in the park.

Seoond. the propoHhlllgMJIUkf:iG82' ca•••• _.
coneern for groun
arcbl"ological sit

er
it

f

HSL
tion. A primal'
eite at an elevatIon

,

..

•

,

..
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of 1685' HSL. Will the water table be high enough to &&turate
low-lyins areas destroying 6ub&urface archeololieal .aterial? .

Will we be unable to develop visitor facilities which require
excavation for footin" or basement.? Will an exist in, residence b~ in danger of water seepin, into the baseaent causin,
structural collapsel
6. Public Hearings - The testimony'presented at the December 12,
1977, public hearing in Bismarck. Horth Dakota, i8 not contained
or referenced in the revised draft. Approximately, _0 to 50
persons provided testimony at the hearing. W. suggest that the
comments received at the public hearina be evaluated and added
to the statement.
1. Habitat Ivaluation - The revised statement would more adequately address the impacts and permit easier comparisons of
impuc~s to fish and wildlife resources occurring from differing
al ternatives if losses from all Al tel'natives were quantified
using habitat unit evaluations. The extent to which losses will
be reduced by implementation of mitigation recomaendations could
then be addressed in mor, specific terms, and the aaountlQt unmitigated losses would be· readily apparent.
Soecific

III

I

SON H£P (habitat evaluation procedures) analysis wat done on an exccrfr-er.!,al
batit for some of the alternatives. This is evidenced by the infoMnation
presented 1n Section IV of the Revised Draft EIS. The Phase I studies will
include expanded flsh and wildlife habitat evaluation: however. this Inalysts

lIlY not necessarlly follow the IIEP procedures.

Cow~ents

1. Pate 1-17. para8raih 1.37 - This paragraph should be expanded
to inc ude the posslbl 1ty ot adding a pumping station in the
vicinity of the proposed flap gate. This would allow for water
to be pumped out 0i1llcaJf.~I~~M.tiPeriodS and discharged
into the river. T
e
~Jt1.f.,
during early SWIIJII.' .
when many of the r
p n s ave to
rawn down simultaneously
If the drainage and fish collections are accomplished in a timely
manner, cannibalism will be avoided.
2. Page 1-21. Daragraph 1.38 - The conversion of the Riverdale
Game P.anagemen~\Area trom woodland habitat to marsh-savannah
habita~ will also have adverse imUittla
ts_.
owever, we are unable
to a5S~SS the extl.n'f t~
can 106s compensation
Eeasures be ident~ unfl['~
concerning Boil peraeability and the effect of thi. conversion on around water i.
furnished for review .•
3. ~ge 1-21. paragraph 1.39 - Construction of secondary facli!ties "'to supply water for aunlc1pal and agricultural :use should b~

,
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fully explored betore i.ple.entation.

In tbat way. aerious

10s5 of fish and wildlife h~bitat can be prevented or .!ti.ated.
and possible er.h.nctm~OPijf"P'~~1 advanced. It
should be noted tha
rdetfttt ~ 1 ilDpact study will
be require~ for all ~ n~ficant secondary water supply project ••
~.
Page 1-23, paragraoh 1._1 - In tbeir 1977 correspondence
our Bureau of Reeiamatl0D stated that they would prepare a
report and environmental 8~!Ela..:£n
t
i6sion lines a ••ociated with the ne~fra
c'
The st.tement included

in para,raph 1.'11 jJ\I

10
.,'
transmission responsibllities were transferred to the Department of Energy.

5. Page t-23, parafraph 1._1 - Three of the proposed power tran8. i •• 10r. corrldors,ort PeQk to WIlliston, Garrison to Bismarck,
and Garrison to Jamestown, appear to
through aaior coalfields. If the corridors are ao
should be included to avoid
and rendering theae
resources

7. Page IV-2. Garrison - The second Bentence should be deleted
since the water retent10n in the reregulation pool . .y be-eo ahort
as to preclude any waraing Action. Even if the water were wa~ed
slightly, &any other variables such a. substrate, water quality,
and invertebrate production needWiEo
• Y~.ted before any determination COuldtp. .de abO the river fishery.
The third sentenc
~ld~_~
lude the fact that
recently establis e coho runs may be eliminated altogether.
These fish were ·scent implanted" at the hatchery 80 they would
return at aaturity. l~ the hatchery were relocated, it is not
known what would happen to the e.tablished coho spawnin, runs.
I.

Page IV-5, paragraph

_.0_ - This

paragraph atatea:

Because the Wild and Scenic River designation
proposal incorporates 1,700 acres of scenic
easement of high bank land in this river reach
which will restrict timber remoyal, the opportunity for landoWners to convert a significant
~unt of prize river woodland to cropland will
nat exilt. Hence, the indirect environ.ental
effect of such a conversion ia Avoided.

---------------- .. _---.-

'.
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There are approxi~tely 6 , 000 Acres of cottonwood-dominated'wood~
l~nds within a peripheral band of land one-half mile from the
r1ver. Providing protection for up to 28 p~rcent of the woodland is significant, but _,300 acres of this irreplaceable habi~
tat type will be left vulner·able to clearins. The opportunity
for landowners to convert 62 percent of this riparian habitat
to cropland will remain. The Corps should seek aethod. to
mitigate this potential impact.
.

",

19 19

I

Reference Section I of the GDM. The selected plan has the Potential of
preserving 8.293 .eres of land. Huch of this land will be cottonwood-do~inated
woodlands.

9. Pa~e IV-6 , para*raph ij.lO - It is doubtful that by merely
warmlng the water t e relat1ve abundance of fish species will
iLorea58 in the rw'
Ojfp'p~.1t~~ters suoh as water
quality, fluctuat
~ wi'
IMUlibundance of benthio
organisms need to
~alua e
re any .ucb determinations
can be made.
10. Page IV-12. parasraphs &1.33 and &1.&12 - The statements on the
expected low trcquenc1es of und1stur6ed cultural resources within
low valley lands and freq~entlflooded areas are not 8upported
by any data. To ~t
I~~~issance by the Rivec
Basin Surveys recdllUbla
.
I ""~ite8 of extended
occupation on islands and floodplains. Euro-american aettleaentl
were also noted, but generally not recorded.

"',

>I

.,..

W

11. Page IV-lS, para~raph'~.53 - Detri~ental effects of increased
pub11c iand use on t e cultural resources of the proposed
National Recreation River should be addressed in this 8ection.

r I
Lio'
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Concur.

Paragraph 5.9 of the fEIS addresses your concerns.

12. Paie V-2. paracraph 5-10 - Hi~hbank stabilization will not
direc1: y channeb.ze 1:he river. However. secondary impacts associated with these structures could reduce channel width, reduce
bank cover or streamside canopy, eliminate well developed island
habitat, result in the loss of terrestrial habitat, reduce babi
tat diversity, and. overall, result in 108& of fish and wildlife
and associated environmental values.
13. PaQe VI-l paragraphs 6.01 and 6.02 _ Project costs and
project benefits appear to he the maJor criteria USed for rejecting p~oposed NED or EQ study elements. In the case of bank
stabilization features. no benefit to cost analysis is provided.
This should be corrected by formation of a clear and concise
benefit/cost analysis for the erosion control prosraa. It would
be extremely helpful while reviewing this project to be able to
detel'mine what funds are being allocated to which erosion aitea.
Both a programmatic and lite Ipecific budget analysis should be
iHcr-~ed in Exhibit I (Summary of Project Economica',

1 21
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These concerns are beHeved to be adequately addressed tn-the Streart.ank
Erosion Control final Environmental Statement.

•

•

,

)
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pate VII-l. ~aragra~h 7.02 - Stating that ill reregulation
dam w11 enhanceong-term prOductivity on the remaining open
river reaches betw,ar~p~~~~ Oahe is not supported by biolagi
ctft"f1 .
tald either provide
data to reinforce
cla1 or e ove
16 comment troll the'
environmental statement.

>I

IN
VI

16. Page A-IS. (comment-response) - In response to earlier
comments from our Bureau of H1nes. the Corps states -Mineral
evaluation has not been conducted since further site studies
need to be &ccomplished after project authorization.We
believe that this is an Inadequate rRsponse because aites for
the reregulation dams and the pump storage facility already
have been determined. In the 6ele~~f sites, the Corps likely
has at leas! a pr4lRfJa_r~f
. El:'ring study an~, therefore I 601l".e 1nform...... corllFIILJi
~sources already may
be available. Geologic information is included for the pump
storage reservoir in the Review Report for Water Resources Development I but none of the sites are discussed in the revised.
draft environmental statement. It appears from the literature~
that the proposed projects probably would have no significant
impact on cineral availability, but more specifics are required.

I

11. PaBe A-2S. (comment-response) - Our Bureau of Reclamation
pointed out that paragraph 1.38 1nvolved only a change in ownership of la~ds O~31-u'~or~·J . l W- \. t l ' by itself, would not
increase their p
vit
he Corps' response
refers to both acq
ion
d
1
agement of 20_ acra.
for wildlife. The text of paragraph 1.38 refers 801ely to fee
acquisition of 270 acres; no management plans are describe~.
18. Page A-2~1 (comment-resDonse) - The Corps did not respond
~
to Reclarnat10n's comment on paragraph 4.19 (original DES) dealing
with impacts of collecting field stone on vegetation and wildliie.
Instead, the Corps wrote that paragraph ~.22 atates rock will
2
be tAken from existing quarries. Paragraph 4.22 states roek
•
fro.~th quarries and field stone will be used.
Ip addition.

22/

Plrl.grl.phs 4.17 through 4.19 of the Strellllbank Erosion Control ftnl.l
I.ddress your concerns.

Stl.t~nt

•

,
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paragraph _.23 does not addres. the effecta of field stone
gathering on Rurface-exposed and buried resources. It is POI~
sible that 8ufficient evidence . .y reaain in Hughe. County,
South Dakota, froll aahe Dam :construction to study such effect ••
We hope these
.. 'sist.nce.

comment~

and recoamondatiops will be of

1i?;~
Larry E. Heierotto
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